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Food: The Hix empire       Wine: Defending Chardonnay

Amsterdam
art
“Pieter Aertsen and the World Turned
on Its Head” presents a small collec-
tion of work by the 16th-century
Dutch artist, including two sections of
an altarpiece.

Rijksmuseum
Until April 19
% 31-20-6747-000
www.rijksmuseum.nl

Basel
art
“Henri Rousseau” shows 40 works by
the French Post-Impressionist artist,
including “Virgin Forest at Sunset” and
the “The Football Players.”

Fondation Beyeler
Until May 9
% 41-61-6459-700
www.beyeler.com

Bilbao
art
“Robert Rauschenberg Gluts” presents
a selection of 40 assemblages of
painted and varnished pieces of scrap
metal by the American artist, from a
series begun in 1986 and continued
until 1995.

Guggenheim Bilbao
Until Sept. 12
% 34-94-4359-000
www.guggenheim-bilbao.es

Brussels
dance
“danceXmusic” stages four evenings
of choreography by dancers from
Anne Teresa De Keersmaeker’s
P.A.R.T.S., accompanied by musicians
from the La Monnaie Chamber Music
Orchestra.

La Monnaie-De Munt
March 9-12
% 32-7023-3939
lamonnaie.smartlounge.be

Budapest
archaeology
“Tutankhamun—His Tomb and his
Treasures” offers a replica of the
tomb of the Egyptian pharaoh Tut-
ankhamun, alongside a multimedia pre-
sentation illustrating the culture and
spiritual world of ancient Egypt.

VAM Design Center
Until April 25
% 36-1-5555-5
www.faraokincse.hu

Cologne
ceramics
“Baroque Porcelain from Meissen in Co-
logne” shows rare 18th-century porcelain
from a private collection in the Rhineland.

Museum für Angewandte Kunst
Until April 25
% 49-221-221-26735
www.museenkoeln.de

Copenhagen
music
“La Roux—The Gold Tour” brings the

BRIT-award-nominated duo to the
stage with its electropop sound.

March 1, Store Vega, Copenhagen
March 12, La Riviera, Madrid
April 25, Guildhall, Southampton
April 26, Hexagon Theatre, Reading
April 28, Brighton Dome, Brighton
April 29, Cambridge Corn
Exchange, Cambridge
more dates online at
www.livenation.co.uk

Dublin
art
“Francis Alÿs: Le Temps du Sommeil”
showcases an ongoing series of works
that the contemporary Belgian artist
began in 1996 and that now com-
prises more than 100 paintings.

Irish Museum of Modern Art
Until May 23
% 353-1-6129-900
www.imma.ie

Frankfurt
art
“Radical Conceptual” displays Ameri-
can and European conceptual art
from 1966 to the present, including a
selection of Pop Art and Minimalist
masterpieces.

MMK Museum für Moderne Kunst
Until Aug. 22
% 49-69-2123-0447
www.mmk-frankfurt.de

Ghent
design
“The Scandinavian Touch in Belgian
Furniture 1951-1966” presents furni-
ture and illustrations highlighting influ-
ences of Scandinavian furniture on
post-war Belgian designers.

Design Museum Gent
Feb. 27-June 6
% 32-9-2679-999
www.designmuseumgent.be

Liverpool
photography
“Lewis’s fifth floor: A Department
Story” is a photographic exploration of
a hidden floor at one of the U.K.’s old-
est department stores.

National Conservation Centre
Until Aug. 30
% 44-151-4784-999
www.liverpoolmuseums.org.uk

London
theater
“The Gods Weep” is a new play by
Dennis Kelly, directed by Maria Aberg
and featuring Jeremy Irons and Nikki

Amuka-Bird, about corporate greed
and state security.

Hampstead Theatre
March 12-April 3
% 44-20-7722-9301
www.hampsteadtheatre.co.uk

opera
“English Touring Opera” presents three
comic masterpieces of the 18th, 19th
and 20th centuries—Donizetti’s “Don
Pasquale,” Mozart’s “The Marriage of
Figaro” and Britten’s “A Midsummer
Night’s Dream.”

Sadler’s Wells
March 8-10
% 44-0844-4124-300
www.sadlerswells.co.uk

Lyon
music
“Biennale Musiques en Scene” is a
modern music festival featuring the
world premiere of the opera “Emilie”
by Finnish composer Kaija Saariaho.

Grame
March 1-21
% 33-472-0737-00
www.grame.fr

Munich
photography
“Unexposed” explores the lives and
work of three Munich photographers
in exile—Alfons Himmelreich, Efrem
Ilani and Jakob Rosner, documenting
the state of Israel since 1945 with
their cameras.

Jüdisches Museum
Until May 23
% 49-89-2339-6096
www.juedisches-museum-muenchen.
de

Paris
architecture
“Paris, Ville Rayonnante” presents carv-
ings, drawings and objects from 13th-
century Parisian churches Sainte-
Chapelle and Notre-Dame alongside
manuscripts and reliquaries.

Musée du Moyen Âge-
Thermes et Hôtel de Cluny
Until May 24
% 33-1-5373-7800
www.musee-moyenage.fr

Vienna
art
“Feast for the Eyes—Food in Still Life”
presents 90 works mainly from the
Netherlands, Spain and Italy, exploring
the culture of food and eating from
the 16th to the 20th century.

Bank Austria Kunstforum
Until May 30
% 43-1-5373-326
www.bankaustria-kunstforum.at

Source: ArtBase Global Arts News Ser-
vice, WSJE research.

Top, Elly Jackson of La Roux performs
on stage; left, ‘The Football Players’
(1908) by Henri Rousseau in Basel.
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Table Talk / by Harvey Estes

THE JOURNAL CROSSWORD / Edited by Mike Shenk

Last Week’s Solution

WSJ.com

Crossword online
For an interactive 

version of The Wall 
Street Journal Crossword, 

WSJ.com subscribers 
can go to 

WSJ.com/WeekendJournal

Across
 1 Parisienne, 

par exemple
 6 Plants
 12 Entertainment 

for Old King Cole
 20 In-box contents
 21 Fishes’ partner
 22 Invitation to 

disaster, 
perhaps

 23 Avian alopecia?
 25 Voodoo doll, 

e.g.
 26 Behind
 27 Aug. hours
 28 Role for 

Keanu
 29 Trip around 

the track
 30 Outlawed 

killer

 31 Confectioner 
of fiction

 33 Object 
thrown at a 
demonstration?

 38 Japan’s Big 
Board: Abbr.

 39 Clinches
 41 Mayo, 

for one
 42 Nicholas II, e.g.

 45 Jaded
 46 It can make 

you square
 47 Howard as 

a museum 
supporter?

 50 Congo’s 
Thomas 
Lubanga, for one

 51 Operating alone
 52 Ill-fated queen

 53 Frasier’s clientele
 54 Yellowish pink
 58 Robe feature
 62 WWII command
 63 Table request, and 

this puzzle’s theme
 68 Last in a series
 69 Succumbs to gravity
 71 Midsize VW model
 72 Fat substitute
 74 2009 portrayer of Scrooge
 78 Person who gets everything
 79 Blotto
 81 Check mugs for lumps?
 85 Finesse, e.g.
 86 Gets off the track
 87 Audible nudge
 88 Didn’t stiff
 89 Some 94-Across
 90 Period of history
 92 Asset for bronze cleaners?
 94 Carb-loading fare
 96 Belief system
 99 Bird with shaggy plumage
 100 Waiting room read
 101 Sem. subject
 103 Olive center
 105 Car bar
 109 Money that makes 

the heart beat faster?
 111 Sap
 112 Canine cover
 113 T choice
 114 Did some lawn work
 115 Comes down in the cold
 116 Opera’s Simon

Down
 1 Rank
 2 Correct
 3 French Revolution figure
 4 Ho Chi ___ City
 5 Spots for some patches
 6 Paula’s replacement
 7 All the rage, once

 8 Colorful kerchief
 9 Holiday lead-ins
 10 Order for a 

malfunctioning rocket
 11 Draft org.
 12 Snapper servings
 13 Expression
 14 Divided terr.
 15 Eminem’s mentor
 16 Dawson in the Pro 

Football Hall of Fame
 17 It may be penciled in
 18 “As You Like It” heroine
 19 Mustard, for one
 24 Skin soother
 28 Coward of the theater
 32 Entered, as data
 34 Nest egg choices
 35 Empathetic words
 36 With craft
 37 Hedge fund manager 

James Harris ___
 38 Sing in a carefree way
 40 Polite address
 42 Hostility hiatuses
 43 Hyundai model
 44 Having hands
 45 Activity requiring 

four bishops
 46 Close one
 48 Go wild
 49 Turner of records
 50 Habit
 52 Ring event
 54 Hotel visit
 55 Sounds of contentment

 56 Moonves of CBS
 57 Wharton deg.
 59 Tenochtitlan group
 60 It’s just one thing 

after another
 61 Publisher of 

Cosmopolitan 
and Esquire

 64 Made haste
 65 Benders
 66 Vogue rival
 67 Atoll, essentially
 70 Garlicky seafood dish
 73 Figure
 75 Skiing mecca
 76 Role for Valerie
 77 Brand of early 

runabouts
 78 Celia Cruz’s music
 79 One of the B vitamins
 80 Ecstatic states
 81 Where hymnals 

are stored
 82 Through street

 83 “Love Story” 
composer

 84 Diner dish
 85 Basilica honoree
 86 Vietnam’s 

monetary unit
 89 Conked
 90 Going full tilt
 91 Play the ponies
 93 Didst deck
 95 Yards, e.g.
 96 Still
 97 Something to act on
 98 Major and minor, 

in music
 102 Vichy verb
 104 Pitching numbers
 106 Before, poetically
 107 “___ been had!”
 108 Really cool
 109 NBA stat
 110 Apply 63-Across to 

this word in three 
pairs of answers

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

20 21 22

23 24 25

26 27 28 29

30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37

38 39 40 41

42 43 44 45 46

47 48 49 50

51 52

53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61

62 63 64 65 66 67 68

69 70 71 72 73

74 75 76 77 78

79 80 81 82 83 84

85 86 87

88 89 90 91

92 93 94 95 96 97 98

99 100 101 102 103 104

105 106 107 108 109 110

111 112 113

114 115 116
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 ‘Mercury Zero Glut’ (1987) 
by Robert Rauschenberg, 
on show in Bilbao, Spain.

WeActivists in a session, wearing clothes from the WeSC spring collection.
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77
Bookshelf / By Paul Levy

77
Bookshelf / By Bertrand M. Patenaude

Somewhere along the way,
Jonathan Safran Foer or his pub-
lishers must have realized that
the case he makes against Ameri-
can animal farming doesn’t apply
tidily to Britain (or to most of Eu-
rope). So he’s added a “Preface to
the U.K. Edition,” in which he
claims that “a remarkably similar
story could be told about animal
farming in the United Kingdom.”
In the next sentence, however, he
admits that “there are some im-
portant differences: sow stalls
(gestation crates) and veal cre-
ates [sic, and this is not the only
sign of haste in the writing of
this preface] are banned in the
U.K., whereas they are the norm
in America; poultry slaughter is
almost certainly less cruel.”

Of course Mr. Foer says the
similarities between U.K. and U.S.
food-animal welfare standards
are “far more, and more impor-
tant” than the differences. But he
has already ceded the ethical
high ground to British livestock
farmers; and you have to wonder
why he’s bothered to publish here
a book whose “statistics refer to
American agriculture.” Let us de-
construct.

“Approximately 800 million
chickens, turkeys and pigs are fac-
tory farmed in the United King-
dom every year,” he asserts. There
are even more intensively farmed
animals if he “were to include
cows and fish.” The diet Mr. Foer
advocates shuns fish as well as
meat. The most recent guess (by

vegetarian organizations) is that
10% of U.K. residents are “meat-
avoiders,” but my own experience
suggests to me that most British
“vegetarians” (as opposed to veg-
ans) are fish-eaters. Mr. Foer ex-
cludes cows, I suspect, because
he’s realized, a little late in the en-
terprise, that British cattle are
largely raised on grass, not cere-
als as in America. Like most Euro-
peans, Britons prefer the taste of
grass-fed
beef. I’d have
a little more
confidence in
the universal
relevance of
“Eating Ani-
mals” if the writer showed that
he’d taken the trouble to find out
what affluent people living out-
side America actually eat. Figures
for vegetarianism in continental
Europe are hard to obtain, be-
cause the concept of principled ab-
stention from meat is alien to
most of its cultures.

We English-speakers are more
squeamish, but contemporary
Britons eat much more like Euro-
peans than like Americans. For ex-
ample, a good deal of “Eating Ani-
mals” talks about turkey. But, de-
spite the 800 million figure
above, in 2006 there were 173 mil-
lion table birds produced in the
UK; 64% were table chickens, 27%
laying hens; and only 17 million
were turkeys, according to the
Farm Business Survey. Why so
few turkeys? Because the British,

like the French, really only eat
turkey once a year, at Christmas.
(That should leave a very large
balance of pigs, but the latest esti-
mate I could find of the pig popu-
lation was 4.55 million at the end
of 2008. A little “first-person re-
search” on my own part has led
me to wonder whether the 800
million figure does not include im-
ports of factory-farmed meat,
and depend on confusion in label-

ing require-
ments.)

If he had
found out a
little more
abut the eat-
ing habits of

the natives, Mr. Foer would have
discovered that the growth areas
are in the sort of farming that
places a premium on animal wel-
fare as well as on improving the
texture and taste of animals
bound for the table. A few hours
spent in a supermarket would
have convinced him, I feel certain,
to scrap the many pages of Ameri-
can statistical analysis and slaugh-
terhouse narrative in this book.

However, the facts alone
wouldn’t make him change his
mind. Mr. Foer is an imaginative
writer, and a very good one; and
“this book is the record of a very
personal inquiry. Facing the pros-
pect of fatherhood, I wanted to
make informed decisions about
what to feed my son.” Why is it so
difficult for people who give up
eating meat to admit that, in the

end, it’s a question of sentiment?
Why do they feel the need to prop
up their feelings with facts? Why
can’t they just say: “I don’t like
the idea of what happens in the
abattoir, so I shall abstain from
eating its products”? What’s
wrong with saying “I won’t eat
anything that had a face or a
mother”? Above
all, why do “vege-
tarians” (or pesce-
tarians, as most
British vegetari-
ans should call
themselves) feel
the need to prose-
lytize?

We’ve seen
that the applica-
tion of the ani-
mal-welfare argu-
ments is not uni-
versal; we can
discount the envi-
ronmental argu-
ments, as it is
possible to farm
livestock in a
non-intensive, eco-friendly fash-
ion, and ethical consumers (such
as the readers of this review)
source their food carefully. If we
take the absolutist position that
it is wrong to kill for food, it is
not sufficient to be a vegetarian
who eats dairy produce and eggs.
Milk production entails the de-
struction of male calves shortly
after birth (especially since the
sentimentalists have killed off the
U.K. veal industry), and egg pro-

duction requires disposing of
male chicks. Vegans eschew all an-
imal products, including shoe
leather and honey, so at least
have the virtue of consistency.
Oddly, though Mr. Foer is aware
that there is a difference between
the more radical vegan diet and
those who (illogically, but who

cares?) allow
themselves the
high-grade pro-
teins to be had
from eating milk,
cheese and eggs,
he nowhere
makes the dis-
tinction.

“Late in the
book,” says Mr.
Foer, “I note that
in a different
time or place, I
might have made
different deci-
sions about eat-
ing animals. The
United Kingdom
is not the differ-

ent place I was imagining.” It is
possible to be a meat-eater in the
U.K. without being party to the
horrors Mr. Foer lovingly chroni-
cles in the U.S. If only he would
take the trouble to find out what
British people are really eating,
he might change his mind.

Mr. Levy, who writes about the
arts for the Journal, is co-chair
of the Oxford Symposium on
Food and Cookery.

“There it is, my fate,” Vladimir
Lenin complained in December
1916. “One fighting campaign af-
ter another—against political stu-
pidities, philistinism, opportun-
ism and so forth.” At the time a
political exile, Lenin was riding
out World War I in Zurich. Less
than three months later came the
collapse of the Romanov dynasty,
setting Lenin and a group of his
comrades in motion: They trav-
eled through Germany, courtesy
of the kaiser, and eventually ar-
rived at the Finland Station in
Petrograd (now St. Petersburg) in
April 1917. Six
months later
the Bolshe-
viks stormed
to power.

In “Con-
spirator,”
Helen Rappaport retraces Lenin’s
pre-revolutionary footsteps. As
she shows, his path was influ-
enced early on by the execution
of his older brother for his role
in a failed attempt to assassinate
Czar Alexander III in 1887. Be-
cause of Lenin’s own radical activ-
ities, he was arrested and exiled
to Siberia a decade later. Re-
leased after three years, he left
Russia in 1900 and lived among
Russian émigrés in cities across
Europe, including Paris and Lon-
don—with a brief return to St. Pe-
tersburg in the wake of the 1905
revolution that almost toppled
the autocracy. In Ms. Rappaport’s
narrative, we follow Lenin and
his loyal comrade and wife,

Nadya, as they occupy one
cramped domicile after another.

The story is a familiar one of
émigré squabbling and polemics,
punctuated by socialist gather-
ings and ruptures, most famously
the split of the Russian Marxists
into Bolsheviks and Mensheviks
in 1903. That breach, we are re-
minded, grew out of Lenin’s
quest for control of the Marxist
party organ, Iskra (The Spark),
and Lenin’s insistence on a cen-
tralized, tightly disciplined party
of the kind he had advocated a
year before in “What Is to Be

Done?”
Ms. Rappa-

port claims
that her book
provides “an
alternative
view of Lenin

the man during his long exile in
Europe.” What seems to interest
her most—to put it bluntly—is Le-
nin’s sex life, especially as re-
vealed by his relationship with In-
essa Armand, a widow born in
France and raised in Russia, which
she fled in 1909 as a radical exile.
Lenin’s relations with Armand
have long tantalized Lenin biogra-
phers struggling to fill in the man
behind the puritanical icon. She
was a refined beauty, a superb pia-
nist and a decent cook—none of
which could be said of the dowdy
Nadya, whose physical appearance
declined on account of a thyroid
condition. Circumstantial evidence
suggests that Lenin had an affair
with Armand in the years before

his return to Russia.
This is old news, and Ms. Rap-

paport’s book contributes almost
nothing original to the story, not-
withstanding her strenuous specu-
lations as to how the sparks flew
between Lenin and Inessa. “His
sexuality, seem-
ingly, had long
been subordi-
nated—along
with his emo-
tional
needs—to the
urgent and con-
suming life of
politics,” she ex-
plains. “Sex,
like music, ex-
posed the revo-
lutionary’s emo-
tional vulnera-
bilities. And
that was a dan-
gerous thing.
But in Paris,
with Inessa,
and perhaps with others, Lenin’s
sexuality was finally unlocked.”

That there may have been
“others” is another of Ms. Rappa-
port’s preoccupations. “Where
did Lenin really go during those
many long bike rides around
Paris?” she wonders. “Did he re-
ally spend his every waking mo-
ment in the library as the Soviet
record and his loyal acolytes
would have everyone believe?”
There were rumors of visits to
brothels—“the clues are there,”
she assures us. As an example

she introduces “a tantalizing ob-
servation in [an American writ-
er’s] journal that overturns the
sober, asexual image of the revo-
lutionary leader.” But the book’s
endnotes reveal that the journal
entry was written in 1932, and

the “further
clues” in the
next paragraph
date from 1952.

Ms. Rappa-
port is so ea-
ger to expose
this “unknown”
Lenin that she
seems to forget
why we’re here
in the first
place. To de-
scribe Lenin’s
ideas during
this period she
falls back on
hackneyed
phrases, such
as Lenin’s “mili-

tant Marxism.”
Meanwhile, major events are

barely sketched in. Ms. Rappa-
port’s one-paragraph summary of
the interactions among the Euro-
pean powers in July and August of
1914 is grossly misleading, not
least her claim that Germany was
“spoiling for a fight with Britain,”
when in fact it hoped to limit the
war to the Continent. She says
that, after Austro-Hungary’s ulti-
matum to Serbia in late July, Rus-
sia “immediately declared war on
Austria in Serbia’s defense.” But

Russia never did declare war on
Austro-Hungary, or even Germany.
It mobilized its troops and then en-
tered the war officially when Ger-
many itself declared war a couple
of days later.

As usual, Trotsky cuts a dash-
ing figure, with his dramatic ar-
rival at the Lenins’ home in Lon-
don in 1902. In August of the
next year, according to Ms. Rappa-
port, Trotsky “perceptively
noted” that the Bolshevik leader
was “a man with every fibre of
his being bent on one particular
end. Lenin alone, and with final-
ity, envisaged ‘tomorrow,’ with all
its stern tasks, its cruel conflicts
and countless victims.” But the
source for this quotation is
Trotsky’s memoir, “My Life,” pub-
lished in 1930. In August 1903,
Trotsky had sided with the Men-
sheviks, and he and Lenin were at
each other’s throats.

Lenin died on Jan. 21, 1924,
“supposedly,” Ms. Rappaport re-
marks, “the victim of a series of
seizures, but, as now seems
likely, having succumbed to syphi-
lis contracted sometime in the
1900s.” Ms. Rappaport is not the
first historian to speculate about
the “real” cause of Lenin’s death,
but there is not enough evidence
to suppose that syphilis was
“likely”—certainly not in “Con-
spirator,” a shallow, disappoint-
ing book.

Mr. Patenaude, a research fellow
at the Hoover Institution,is the au-
thor of “Trotsky: Downfall of a
Revolutionary.”

What’s Wrong With ‘Eating Animals’

Conspirator: Lenin in Exile
By Helen Rappaport

(Hamilton, 384 pages, £20)

Eating Animals
By Jonathan Safran Foer

(Hamish Hamilton, 350 pages, £20)
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Top, Zind-Humbrecht’s Grand Cru
Rangen de Thann vineyard,
overlooking the town of Thann, France;
Olivier Humbrecht, left, in one of his
vineyards; right, a hand-carved wine
barrel in the Zind-Humbrecht cellar in
Turckheim, France.

By Craig Winneker

A
S IF FRENCH winemakers
didn’t have enough problems.
An economic slump is slash-

ing sales and they’re facing ever-
tougher competition from New
World winemakers, who have
greater freedom to design their
wines to suit a fickle public. Now
they have to grapple with climate
change, which threatens to redraw
the map on global wine production.

After three decades of rising av-
erage temperatures, Central
France’s cooler Burgundy region is
more like the balmy Rhône, in the
south; Bordeaux is as warm as Barce-
lona. Winemakers today face a
choice: Adapt or go out of business.

Olivier Humbrecht, whose Grand
Cru Rieslings and Gewürztraminers
are considered among the best in Al-
sace, is trying to plan for an uncer-
tain climate future at his acclaimed
Zind-Humbrecht winery near Col-
mar, in eastern France.

Mr. Humbrecht grows his grapes
organically. He’s one of a growing
numberofwinemakerswhofavornat-
ural pest control over chemicals, and
harvest by hand instead of machine
where possible. He is also one of the
few winemakers to have earned the
Master of Wine designation, a well-
respected credential from the the In-
stitute of Masters of Wine in London
that denotes a high level of expertise
about wines from all over the world.

The 46-year-old winemaker says
in the short term he can cope with
the sharp fluctuations in the
weather that climate change has
brought. But if current warming
trends continue, Mr. Humbrecht
says, in 20 years he may have to stop
growing the varietals that have
made Alsace famous and start grow-
ing grapes that traditionally have
been cultivated farther south, such
as Cabernet Sauvignon or Syrah.

Mr. Humbrecht already is lobby-
ing French authorities to relax re-
strictions on what grape varietals
can be planted in which regions;
these laws have made it tough for
French winemakers to adapt to ris-
ing temperatures and changing pal-
ates, he says. “A little bit of room to
experiment, innovate and change
would be extremely helpful in to-
day’s conditions,” he adds.

Winemakers around the world
face similar problems.Spanish wine-
makers are moving vineyards to
higher altitudes; Germans are shift-
ing from white to red; Australians
are enduring droughtconditions.Ex-
perts say the increased cost and has-
sle of cultivating grapes under harsh
conditions will make wine more ex-
pensive and top vintages harder to
come by.

Global warming hasn’t been all
bad for winemakers, however. For
the past 30 years or so climate
change hasbeen aboon, withwarmer
temperatures makingiteasiertohar-
vest ripe fruit. A recent study at four
American universities found a direct
correlation between rising tempera-

tures in the past few decades and vin-
tage quality: the warmer the year, the
better the critics liked the wine. But
eventually, when average tempera-
tures reach a certain point, as they
have already in some extreme wine-
growing locations such as southern
Spain and southern Italy, quality be-
gins to decline.

We met Mr. Humbrecht at his ul-
tra-modern winery to talk about the
challenges winemakers and wine-
drinkers will face over the next sev-
eral years.TheZind-Humbrecht tast-
ing room overlooks hectares of vine-
yards, which on the day we spoke
were covered in a blanket of snow.

Your family has been making
wine here for generations. How is
global warming affecting you?

If we knew that every winter
would be very cold and every spring
would be like this and every summer
would be like that, it would be much
easier to plan. But today the ampli-
tude of change is so big, that is our
real problem.

Do you have to make a decision
in August that you will make a dif-
ferent style of wine this year?

I don’t decide on the style of
wine. Nature does. I can influence, I
can give direction to the vineyard,
and can make a few decisions that
will influence the wine slightly….At
the end of the year, whatever I get, I
harvest and I try to make the best
wine possible out of that.

If the warming trend contin-
ues, will you have to make a com-
pletely different kind of wine?

What makes a good vineyard or a
bad vineyard is not necessarily just
the climate around it. It’s more the
ability of the soil to exploit the cli-
mate and to deliver interesting min-
eral components to the vine. I know
for sure that what is my Grand Cru
vineyard today will be my Grand Cru
vineyard in 10 years, 20 years, 50
years, 100 years. But the way I will
have to work that vineyard—that
will be changing a lot.

You mean you’ll grow different
grapes?

If my Gewürztraminer cannot be
adapted to this area because it will
ripen too early...eventually I’ll have
to look at which other grapes and
which cultivation methods will be
more adapted to making wine that
will be accepted by my consumers,
critics, whatever.

The problem is...a mature vine-
yard produces good-quality wine
when it’s 20 or 25 years old. If I
want to make good-quality wines in
30 years’ time, I almost have to find
them today. But what should I plant
today? That’s the big question.
How will the climate change in 30
years’ time? Nobody is 100% sure.

How can you continue to make
what people think of as Grand Cru
Alsace?

There are two solutions. One is I

go into industrial wine, I tweak the
wine, I add a lot of makeup to make
it look pretty when in fact it’s not
nice. And today oenology is ex-
tremely competent at that. Or, I
stick to my philosophy. I respect my
area, and I want the style of the
area to show through the vine. I will
have to change to express my art. If
Gewürztraminer or Riesling don’t
fit the area anymore I’ll be very
happy to change grape variety.

Are there certain wine-grow-
ing areas that are threatened in
the short term?

If I were in Australia I would
worry a lot, because water will be
an issue....In some areas in Austra-
lia, and especially the way the vines
are cultivated [there], they want a
specific crop….They want X-thou-
sand bottles per acre. They want to
have consistent production. To do
all this, they need water.

Global warming is leading to
wine being made in strange places.

The most unusual is Denmark.
About six orseven years ago,I was in-
vited to a tasting for the Danish Em-
bassy. There were seven or eight
wine producers showing their wines
from Denmark, and some were good.

So as temperatures rise,
should wine lovers start investing
in Danish and British futures?

You might find the right climate,
but you still need the soil part. In

the south of England, they’ve got
brilliant limestone, chalky soil. It’s
basically the continuation of Cham-
pagne into southern England. But is
the climate OK? That’s a question.
How much does it rain in England,
south of London, today? You can
have the best soil possible but if
you have too much water, forget it.

What do you think is the next
big global trend in winemaking?

People will focus on wine with
character. They want quality, more
terroir-driven, origin-driven, they
want a signature on the wine,
they’re not just buying the grape va-
riety or the style of wine, they also
want a history behind the wine.
Also, there’s ... a return toward lo-
cal consumption. The wine busi-
ness was very bad in 2009. We saw
sales drop in every country in the
world…except in France, where our
sales rose 35%. It’s not because we
are focusing more on France....
There is a kind of cocooning going
on.
 —Craig Winneker is a writer

based in Brussels.

A vintner discusses global warming

As temperatures rise,
Olivier Humbrecht
explains how he plans
to adapt his vineyard
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Rome: Famous for the startling
realism and visceral appeal of his
work,Caravaggiospenthiscareerbe-
tween the gilded corridors of his pa-
trons’ palazzi and the ill-famed back
alleys of late 16th-century Rome.
Four hundred years after his death,
the city pays homage to Michelan-
gelo Merisi da Caravaggio
(1571-1610) with a show that brings
to Rome the most complete collec-
tion of the artist’s masterpieces.

The show is daring in its simplic-
ity: Curator Claudio Strinati care-
fully selected just 24 of the Baroque
master’s most famous paintings
from galleries world-wide,givingvis-
itors the chance to rediscover Carav-
aggio’s work in the city where much
of it was made. Shown at Rome’s
Scuderie del Quirinale, the exhibit
guides viewersthroughachronologi-
cal display of Caravaggio’s works
along a dim-lit path.

Running parallel to the show,
tours of a further 15 authentic Carav-
aggios scattered across the city’s
churches and palazzi are being pro-

moted by organizers. These include
major religious commissions in the
church of San Luigi dei Francesi and
a host of private works at Galleria
Borghese. In Rome, visitors will
thus get to see the best part of Carav-
aggio’s 64 authentic paintings.

Caravaggio shocked contempo-
raries with his unyielding commit-
ment to truth and his firm rejection
of idealistic beauty. The wilted
leaves and bruised fruit of his only
still life, “Basket of Fruit” (circa
1599),are avivid exampleof his faith-
ful portrayal of reality.His similar at-
titudes toward religious paintings,
however, lead some contemporaries
to dismiss his pursuit of truth as
mere irreverence. Saints in ragged
cloaks and dusty feet—rather than
draped in folds of silk—didn’t always
sit well with the church, Caravag-
gio’s leading patron.

Oneofthehighlights oftheexhibi-
tion, Amore Vincit Omnia (circa
1602), on loan from Berlin, has
stirred emotions of visitors to the
point of driving a Rome city official
to faint in a suspected case of
Stendhal’s syndrome.
 —Margherita Stancati

Until June 13
english.scuderiequirinale.it

London: Tate Britain has
mounted this substantial retrospec-
tive of Henry Moore sculptures and
drawings because, the catalog of the
show implies, the organizers sense a
dip in the reputation of the man who,
along with Francis Bacon, was Brit-
ain’sundisputedchampion 20th-cen-
tury artist. The argument of the exhi-
bition is that Moore (1898-1986) was
an innovative radical in his day, far
removed from the impression we
haveofhimas “the establishment fig-
ure of his later years,” when he was
festooned with honors, and his work
consisted of producing maquettes to
be scaled-up by his studio assistants.

The trouble with this thesis is
that it tries to elude the fact that
Moore is one of Britain’s most popu-
lar artists, as feelgood Apollonian
as Bacon was spiky Dionysian. The
crowds that will attend this show
will prove that Moore’s work is easy
to love—though most of the work in
it is smaller-scale, designed to be
seen indoors, rather than the be-
loved large sculptures that grace so
many of the world’s capital cities.

Have the curators succeeded in
showing us a darker side of this

sunny sculptor? Some critics have
said “yes,” citing his earliest work in
the 1920s, which reveals clearly the
influence of African art and of what
was considered “primitive art.” The
other side of this coin is that we can
see just how derivative it is. Others

think there is some deep psychologi-
cal trauma being worked out in the
obsessive mother and child carv-
ings right through the early 1930s.
The evidence for this is that in some
cases the mother’s nipple is an
empty hole, rather than a protuber-

ance; and that in one later, 1952/3
bronze, the baby is a menacing phal-
lic shape being throttled violently
by the mother.

Still others argue that the war-
time underground shelter drawings
reflect his own experiences in the
trenchesof World War I. A catalog es-
say speaks of “the claustrophobia,
apprehensionandanxiety”ofhis pre-
War sculptures. Whether or not you
find these feelings in them, they are
certainly present in the great draw-
ings of huddled bodies on London
tube platforms, seeking safety dur-
ing the Blitz, and of coal miners at
their work; and later (1964-65), in
his greatest public sculpture, the
punning“AtomPiece” commemorat-
ingthefirst chainreactionatthe Uni-
versity of Chicago.

Edgy or not, the elmwood sculp-
tures in the last room are beautiful
objects, made by an artist whose ge-
nius was expressed by carving. And
here he is in love with his material.
What’s wrong with that?
 —Paul Levy

Until Aug. 8
www.tate.org.uk

Paris: Although inhis nativeNor-
way Edvard Munch is considered one
of the greatest artists of modern
times, in the wider world he is known
mostly for a single image, “The
Scream”—a sinister portrayal of a
stylized figure on a jetty, surrounded
by swirling sea and blood-red sky, his
eyes popping with fear and his
mouth wide open in a soundless
nightmare scream. Munch made sev-
eralversions of the painting between
1893 and 1910, and it has long been a
symbol of 20th-century angst.

“Edvard Munch, or the ‘Anti-
Scream,’”whichjustopenedatthePi-
nacothèque de Paris, is intended to
prove that the notoriety of “The
Scream” (and the highly publicized
thefts and recoveries of two ver-
sions) has overshadowed the rest of

artist’s influential body of work.
With more than 100 paintings, draw-
ingsandgraphicworks—almost allof
them from private collections—the
exhibit makes clear that he was more
than just a single shout in the dark.

Munch’s mother died of tubercu-
losis when he was 5 years old, his sis-
ter died when he was 13, a brother
died a few years later, and his father,
a doctor, took refuge in dour religion.
Munch decided early on an artistic
career, but ever after his themes
mostly involved solitude, melan-
choly, anguish, sickness and death.

Displayed chronologically, the ex-
hibitstartswithsmall,charmingland-
scapesoftheearly1880s,whentheart-
ist was still in his late teens. He made
several trips to Paris and Nice, and
lived for a time in Berlin, experiment-

ing with Impressionism and the post-
Impressionist manner of Gauguin and
Van Gogh, gradually achieving his
own signature style—a mix of Nordic
mysticism, Symbolism, Expression-
ism and the sinuous lines of Art Nou-
veau. He also tried many techniques.
Of the many paintings worth seeing is
the radiantly-colored “Summer Night
in Studenterlunden” (1899). But the
show’srealrevelationisMunch’spow-
erful mastery of printmaking, includ-
ing delicate dry point engravings,
hand-tinted lithographs and stark,
inkyblack-and-whitevisionslike“Jeal-
ousy II” (1896), a close-up face with
half-mad eyes staring straight ahead
while a couple dances in the back-
ground. —Judy Fayard

Until July 18
www.pinacotheque.com

APOP AND OP auction at
Bonhams in London next

month is dedicated to two of
the most influential art move-
ments of the 20th century.

The sale March 10 covers
iconic images from the move-
ments’ pivotal days in the
swinging 1960s and into the
21st century, says Bonhams
contemporary-art specialist
Alan Montgomery, illustrat-
ing “the importance of the
movements’ legacy.”

The movements were very
different. Pop was a figura-
tive reflection of popular cul-
ture, while Op was a manipula-
tion of the eye to produce geo-
metric-abstract effects.

Pop Art first emerged in
Britain in the early 1950s and
made its way to the U.S. later
that decade. American Pop Art
rapidly dominated the market.
Now, however, British Pop is
on the rise. The Bonhams sale
is heavily peopled with British
exponents such as Richard
Hamilton, Allen Jones, Peter
Blake and Gerald Laing.

“British Pop was largely
overlooked from the 1970s to
the late 1990s,” says Lyndsey
Ingram of Sims Reed Gallery,
a leading London print
dealer. Running at Sims Reed
until March 19, is a retrospec-
tive of 100 drawings and wa-
tercolors by Mr. Laing, in
which his saucy watercolor,
“The Kiss,” (2007), is in-
spired by British singer Amy
Winehouse (price: £16,000).

Meanwhile, the Bonhams
sale isn’t an auction with
big-money lots, but an event
for those collecting at a rea-
sonable price. Mr. Jones’
“Thrill Me” (1969), two girls
dancing, is expected to fetch
£3,000-£5,000. From Mr.
Hamilton’s print series enti-
tled “Swingeing London”
(1972) comes a piece called
“The Release,” showing Roll-
ing Stones Mick Jagger and
Keith Richards shielding
their faces after being ar-
rested for possession of
drugs (estimate:
£10,000-£15,000).

Cooler Op Art works are
represented, among others,
by British Op pioneer Bridget
Riley whose “Elapse” (1982),
a print with curved pink, yel-
low, blue and green lines, is
estimated at £3,000-£5,000.

British-made
Pop, Op Art
is on the rise

A tribute to Caravaggio

An easy-to-love giant of British art
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A chronological exhibit of Munch’s works, beyond ‘The Scream’

Collecting
MARGARET STUDER

‘The Kiss’ (2007) by Gerald
Laing is estimated at £16,000.
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Caravaggio’s ‘San Giovanni Battista’
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Henry Moore’s ‘Reclining Figure’ (1929).

‘Boy from Warnemünde’ (1907) by
Edvard Munch.
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DRINKING NOW

Chablis Vaudésir 2008
Price: about £22 or Œ25

Alcohol content: 13%

This wine is produced at one of the 
largest vineyards among the seven 
Grand Crus of Chablis. Its name 
comes from the French Chemin des 
Vaudésirs, or path of the Vaudésirs, 
which cuts down the middle of the 
vineyard. Still quite young it has 
a spicy, fresh, lemony character, 
underpinned by new oak flavors. 

Adding flare to British fare

Top, the exterior of Mark Hix’s new
Soho restaurant; above, the
restaurant’s dishes include flatiron
steak with bone marrow.

By Raymond Sokolov

M
ARK HIX MADE his name
serving vols-au-vent and
other fancy dishes to Lon-

don ladies and other correct folk at
the plummy Caprice. But then he
got serious, and seriously downmar-
ket, opening four of his own gritty,
Britty locavore emporia. Next
month he’ll take his wildly success-
ful versions of bubble and squeak, lo-
cal oysters, game birds and offal to
their fifth venue, at the tony London
department store Selfridge’s, with
Hix Restaurant and Champagne Bar.

Mr. Hix isn’t the first young Brit-
ish chef to make his mark with indig-
enous dishes that local foodies once
made a lifestyle out of rejecting in fa-
vor of foreign grub. The pioneer in
this neo-nativist style was Fergus
Henderson, whose St. John Restau-
rant grabbed the attention of the
foodie world in 1994 with his
nose-to-tail menus that sometimes
include squirrel. He has a Michelin
star and last year oversaw the an-
nual banquet for the Oxford Sympo-
sium on Food and Cookery.

Down-and-dirty English food
has swept the country’s loftiest
places. At the National Gallery’s dis-
creet National Dining Rooms, art lov-
ers can choose between rare-breed
Bickleigh White Park beef and Cor-
nish goat’s curd. But the big news in
the giddy locavore and offal-loving
world here is all about Mr. Hix.

While the winter’s big blizzard
had slowed London to a whited
crawl last month, we went to all
three of his in-town restaurants
(Hix Oyster and Fish at Lyme Regis
on the Dorset coast was closed for a
seasonal break). Our Hix crawl pro-
ceeded in the chronological order of
the venues’ openings. It proved to
be an upward arc.

When Mr. Hix severed his connec-
tion with Caprice Holdings, where
he presided over the Caprice, the
Ivy and seven other posh sites as
chef director, in late 2007, he briti-
cized the menu at Brown’s, a grand
hotel in Mayfair. He’s still in charge
of the food there, and it proudly
shows off high-end local products,
from a delicate pastry filled with lob-
ster and seashore vegetables to Scot-
tish deer with haggis and even a re-
fined fish and chips with mushy
peas converted into an unmushy
chop-up of frozen peas instead of
the classic mashed, reconstituted
dried ones. On the current menu,
the Hix touch is charmingly present

in a side dish of roast parsnips with
honey from a hive in east London.

But the Hix spirit doesn’t ani-
mate Brown’s formal dining room,
which was virtually empty the night
we were there and anything but raff-
ish. We caught a strong whiff of the
real Hix thing at the man’s first inde-
pendent restaurant, in an alley near
the old Smithfield Market in the Far-
ringdon district of east London.

Hix Oyster and Chop House has
been an uproarious success since it
began attracting artists who were
gentrifying the neighborhood.
There’s an off-color work by Young
British Artist Tracey Emin on a back
wall of the teeming tavern.

Mostly young people were facing
their futures gaily with goose salad
and lemon sole, and beef pie—solid
fare knowingly produced. Bubble
and squeak, the humble classic of po-
tato and cabbage and other leftover
vegetables, has rarely been served
forth with such loving care.

At the high end was a recreation
of the Victorian showpiece called
lamb cutlets Reform, breaded lamb
chops in a sweet-sour sauce. Ours
was a bit overdone and greasy, an un-
characteristic lapse. We had a ten-
der, cleanly fried version the next
day at the Reform Club where su-
perchef Alexis Soyer invented the
dish in the 19th century.

This chef’s effortless stretch
across the culinary class barriers
has reached its apex, so far, at Hix, a
sleek, lounge-like smash success in
Soho, steps from Piccadilly Circus.
There’s no pretense to slumming
here, but informality still prevails.
And you know the same earthy sensi-
bility is informing the kitchen at
Hix, which opened last October with

dishes militantly sourced from na-
tive producers and often featuring
arcane ingredients.

If anything, Hix goes further
than Hix Oyster and Chop House in
ransacking the resources, animal
and culinary, of this nation. In one re-
markable meal, four friends ate
themselves into delirium with heri-
tage pork cracklings, cod tongues,
milts (don’t ask) on toast, not to
mention rare but unbloody par-
tridge, sprout tops (we never knew
they had them), veal heart and Mr.
Hix’s stargazy pie.

This last turned out to be a pie in
the great but often sinned against
pub tradition led by beef and kidney
pies. This one began in Cornwall as a
trick dish in which sardines poked
their heads up out of the pie crust,
gazing at the stars. In the Hix rendi-
tion, a serious culinary project, the
pie is stuffed with shredded rabbit
meat and crayfish. A few of the cray-
fish heads emerge from slits in the
crust with astronomical intent.

It would be one thing if these his-
torical novelties were that and noth-
ing more. But Mark Hix is using all
the talent and experience he picked
up in a long career at the top of the
social/gastronomic heap to renovate,
and often improve on, a deceptively
homely tradition of homegrown
food. The best part of his achieve-
ment is that he cooks food of historic
and social significance that isn’t just
a stunt of resuscitation. In the right
hands, veal heart can be a revelation.

IONCE APPEARED in a best-sell-
ing novel sticking up for Chardon-

nay. True story. In fact I made a num-
ber of appearances sticking up for vari-
ous unfashionable French wine prac-
tices. You can read them if you like in
Alexander McCall Smith’s “44 Scot-
land Street” series. There I am, pop-
ping up in various books, advising the
fictitious Bruce character on the per-
ils of the wine trade. It is, I’m sure
you’ll agree, a dreadfully pompous
and boastful admission, which is why,
up until now, I have generally re-
frained from writing about it. I say
generally because I like to mention it
whenever I can, especially to those

who read Alexander McCall Smith or
the few who show a passing interest
in the author. Hell, those who know
me will tell you I have been known to
drop it into conversation with the
crowd who doesn’t read him at all. In
fact come to think of it off the top of
my head I can’t think of anyone I
haven’t mentioned it to in passing.

I tell a lie. There is one, rather gran-
diose, group I haven’t mentioned it to.
The sort of group that can irritate
even more than the boastful, big-
headed wine writer. A group that
takes inverted snobbery to the maxi-
mum and delights in telling the world
how clever their wine choices are. I am
of course referring to those who have
if it in for Chardonnay. They even have
their own name: The ABC club (Any-
thing But Chardonnay) a collection of
like minded individuals who drink any-
thing but the noble variety itself.

Now don’t get me wrong, there
are some Chardonnays out there,
smothered in oak, acidity all over the
place, with flabby, palate-wrenching
fruit that leave me crying out for a
grassy Chenin Blanc, a light floral
Riesling or a zesty Sauvignon Blanc.
Although I have to say in their de-
fense bad Chardonnay is almost al-
ways drinkable.

But all too often Chardonnay is de-
rided by critics looking to offer a list of
alternative varieties. We can explore
that in another column, but today I
wish to answer my well rehearsed re-
ply to the ABC club that Chardonnay
is simply marvelous and good Char-

donnay is sensational. On the golden
slopes of the Côte d’Or in Burgundy it
is a world beater. In villages such as
Meursault, Puligny-Montrachet and
Chassagne Montrachet, the grape
takes on a nutty, buttery flavor. It sits
in the glass with a rich, round texture
and a pleasing use of oak. At Cham-
pagne, it provides structure and fi-
nesse to the blend and is the sole
grape in Blanc de Blancs. In New
Zealand, I have tasted bone dry exam-
ples that have a delightful creamy, al-
mond character on the nose with
notes of nectarine. In California, I have
come across some delightfully clean,
mineral examples with a flickering
acidity. This is not to mention exam-
ples from western Australia, Chile and
Argentina.

Its problem lies with its appeal.
Chardonnay is simply everywhere.
Walk into a shop, stroll through a vine-
yard, turn up at a friend’s house and
you are likely to find Chardonnay, in
one form or another. Easy to drink
and easy to pronounce, it is the wine
snob’s nightmare: popular, tasty and
successful. Why else would it be
planted in virtually every wine-produc-
ing country in the world?

Lately, I have been rediscovering
Chardonnay in Chablis where, at its
best, the chalky soils from this small
white-wine-producing region in Bur-
gundy imparts a steely, flinty, per-
fumed character with an austere and
powerful finish. In a good vintage a
top producer will produce a crisp, min-
erally, food-friendly wine that can be
little short of exquisite.

Chablis itself lies 160 kilometers
north of Beaune. As a quick short
hand guide its classification can be
best understood in terms of Grand
Cru, Premier Cru, AOC Chablis and
Petit Chablis, with quality in descend-
ing order. But my advice, as on every-
thing associated with Burgundy, is to
pick your producer wisely. Among my
top picks are: Brocard; Dauvissat,
Droin, Domaine de la Meulière, Fèvre,
Raveneau and Tribut.

One estate worth seeking out is
Maison Joseph Drouhin, which has al-
ways been a good source of reliable
Chablis. Under the guiding hand of
Véronique Drouhin, who studied enol-
ogy at the Université de Bourgogne,
the whites posses a stylish, silky
style. Her grand Cru Chablis is superb
with a fresh, lively feel and competes
with any Premier Cru from the Côte
d’Or. Which reminds me, I must send
her a copy of that book.
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In defense of Chardonnay

Wine
WILL LYONS
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By Paul Levy

O
NCE IN A while a new play
comes along that you think is
destined to become a classic—

unlike the brilliant “Enron” (cur-
rently playing at the Noel Coward
Theatre), which is so much of its
time and place that it’s hard to imag-
ine it being revived in five years’
time. Despite its spiky topicality,
however, David Greig’s “Dunsinane”
is a play I can imagine seeing a de-
cade from now in a different produc-
tion from the current admirable
Royal Shakespeare Company stag-
ing at the Hampstead Theatre.

The title is a tip-off: the action
opens with English soldiers bearing
boughs of yew trees—Birnam Wood
iscoming toDunsinane.This isthese-
quel: what happens after “Macbeth.”
A soft, subtle Malcolm (interpreted
as a cheeky, Talmudic arguer by
Brian Ferguson) is on Scotland’s
shaky throne. We learn Lady Mac-
beth’s name, Gruach (played as a fi-
ery redhead by Siobahn Redmond),
and that she indeed has suckled a son
(by a previous marriage). Into this
conflictmarches theEnglishgeneral,
Siward (a wild, woolly Jonny Phil-
lips),determined to civilize thetribal
Scots. The implicit parallels with
Iraq and Afghanistan are there—as
Lady Macbeth sums up: “You’re a
good man, Siward. It would have
been better if you weren’t./There
would have been much less blood.”

Roxana Silbert directs a uni-
formly fine, large cast; the beautiful
permanent set designed by Robert
Innes Hopkins is magical; and three
musicians stir the senses, especially
when two of Lady Macbeth’s women
sing their haunting melodies over
their rhythmical accompaniment.
But the real hero is Mr. Greig, who
has achieved that rare thing, a play
of ideas that is fully imagined.

Henrik Ibsen’s “Ghosts” is an al-
most perfect play, a terse tragedy,
with near Shakespearian moments
of comic relief. Frank McGuinness’s
new version at the Duchess Theatre
is the clearest I have seen, dealing ex-
plicitly with the imprisonment of
Mrs. Alving’s free spirit (Lesley
Sharp,whose melodramatic screams
andpostures are theonlydisappoint-
ments). Her imagination was en-
snared in a ghastly marriage that re-
sulted in a syphilitic son (Harry
Treadway, whose fits are as convinc-
ing as his hoarded stash of mor-
phine) and an illegitimate daughter
(Jessica Raine).

Director Iain Glen also plays the
hypocritical Pastor Manders, with a
Northern Irish accent. The black-

mailing carpenter, Engstrand is
played absolutely straight by Mal-
colm Storry, who leaves the audi-
ence to find comedy in his charac-
ter’s ineptitude. Mr. McGuinness
does a great job of finding the right
language to make this tale of unliber-
ated women, sexually transmitted
disease, incest, coercion and mercy
killing fresh and contemporary.

I was stumped by the title of Lan-
ford Wilson’s mildly entertaining
four-hander “Serenading Louie,”
at the Donmar, until I remembered
that the cast drunkenly sing some of
the Yale Whiffenpoof Song: “We will
serenade our Louis/While life and
voice shall last/Then we’ll pass and
be forgotten with the rest.” Though
the Chicago suburbanites, Alex (Ja-
son Butler Harner), the wannabe pol-
itician, and his needy wife, Gabrielle
(Charlotte Emmerson), and Carl (Ja-
son O’Hara), the disappointed
former football player and his un-
faithful wife, Mary (Geraldine Som-
erville) are graduates of Northwest-
ern University, the song’s nostalgia
for college days and youth is an apt
epitaph for the characters.

This 1970s piece about the blast-
ing of youthful hopes is an odd choice
for the Donmar’s artistic director,
Michael Grandage, to have revived.
The invigorating acting and director
Simon Curtis’s clever staging are su-
perior to the play itself, and one won-
ders what audiences will make of
this quintessentially American play

as it tours the English provinces
in April. But Mr. Wilson fires off
the odd good line of dialogue, as
when Mary says of Carl, “I don't
think I really loved him then, but
I love him then now.”

The Donmar’s rival little the-
ater, the Almeida, has a splen-
did, modern-dress “Measure
for Measure.” Its artistic direc-
tor, Michael Attenborough, has
a luxury cast of Ben Miles as the
Duke, Rory Kinnear as Angelo
and Anna Maxwell Martin as Isa-

bella. Lloyd Hutchinson gives an out-
standing account of an Irish Lucio
too reliant on his talent for the blar-
ney. Lez Brotherston’s sets repro-
duce a Mannerist “Rape of the Sab-
ine Women” on one side, and dis-
play solid-looking brickwork as
they rotate to become the nunnery

and prison. His costumes (sleazy
whores, buttoned-up, besuited An-
gelo) help a production notable for
its clarity and clean speaking of the
verse. Full marks for the interpreta-
tion of both Angelo and Isabella as
mirror-image, potentially danger-
ous moral extremists.

Bette Bourne has had an amazing
acting career, both in and out of
drag. His male roles have included
parts in Shakespeare and Noel Cow-
ard plays, and his Lady Bracknell will
be remembered alongside Quentin
Crisp’s (whom he has also played).
For his audience with playwright
Mark Ravenhill, “A Life in Three
Acts,” at the Soho Theatre, he ap-
pears in demi-drag, trousers, kitten
heels, a few sequins on the jacket,
only a little lippy, and long gray hair.

The scripted conversation, gen-
tly guided by an untidily dressed Mr.
Ravenhill, ranges from Ms. Bourne’s
post-war working-class childhood
(violent father, mother with an un-
trained operatic voice) to his early
acting training (the projected photo-
graphs that form part of the show re-
veal a matinee-idol-handsome
young man). Then in the 1970s, Gay
Liberation caught his attention, and
led to his organizing a drag com-
mune. The tale is funny, brave, hu-
mane, moving and makes a surpris-
ingly good show.

Dunsinane until March 6
www.rsc.org.uk
Ghosts until May 15
www.nimaxtheatres.com
Serenading Louie until March 27
www.donmarwarehouse.com
Measure for Measure until April 10
www.almeida.co.uk
A Life in Three Acts until Feb. 27
www.sohotheatre.com

‘Dunsinane’ has staying power
‘Ghosts’ tragedy is an almost perfect play, while ‘Measure for Measure’ cast gets full marks

Top, Jonny Phillips (Siward), Mairi
Morrison and Lisa Hogg (Gruach’s
attendants) and Siobhan
Redmond (Gruach) in ‘Dunsinane’;
left, Lesley Sharp as Mrs. Alving in
‘Ghosts.’
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UNITED STATES SPAINUNITED STATES

Oceanfront! New turnkey
B&B or family compound.

9 bds-10 ba-gourmet kitch - covered parking-
elevator. Would make perfect retreat. Bank
Owned. $2.4 M

Fernandina Beach FL
904.517.9912 An Equal
Opportunity Lender.
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Own a Tennessee Mountain
Jasper Mtn, TN, is 8,893 acres on the
Cumberland Plateau next to I-24
interchange 25 minutes from

Chattanooga. Over 60% in flat plateau
land with 22 miles of bluff line.

Waterfalls, views of the TN River, big
timber, lots of wildlife. Near

Volkswagen’s new $1 Billion plant.
Elevation from 650’ to 2000’.

$2650/acre
http://www.jaspermountaintn.com/

Contact private owner direct.
(423) 826-2645

John@JasperMountainTN.com
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Distinctive
Properties.

Select Residential Listings on Friday.
List Your Property Today.
Call 44-20-7842-9600
or 49-69-971-4280
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Ponzone, Italy

A
RMED WITH TWEEZERS,
Daniela Rigolon plucked mi-
nuscule stray wool fibers on

Tuesday from some black-and-
white plaid fabric destined to be-
come a Lanvin coat.

Lanvin is among the labels—
along with Chanel, Armani, Dolce &
Gabbana, Akris, Kiton and Balen-
ciaga—that turn to Ms. Rigolon’s
employer, Lanificio Egidio Ferla
SpA, for fabrics that define luxury.
Italian fabrics will be a central part
of the collections at Milan fashion
week, which started Wednesday,
and at Paris fashion week, which
will follow.

Many top designers rely on
these high-end textiles to create
their most luxurious or unusual
looks, such as Etro’s brilliant jewel-
like colors, some of Chanel’s fa-
mous tweeds, and the color-mor-
phing looks shown at Prada several
seasons ago. More recently, at New
York’s fashion week, where sumptu-
ous textiles took center stage, Ital-
ian textile makers supplied fabric
for Michael Kors, Jason Wu,
Nanette Lepore and Carolina Her-
rera, among countless others. Ms.
Lepore, who showcased a unique
tapestry print in New York, says
she uses almost entirely Italian fab-
rics. “We need these Italian facto-
ries,” she says.

Designers turn to factories here
in the Biella region of northern Italy
for the highest-quality suiting tex-
tiles—cashmere, silk, linen, and
wools including Loro Piana’s vicuña
and Ferla’s baby alpaca. The fabric
is then shipped to factories around
the world for manufacturing. Other
regions of Italy have their own tex-
tile specialties; Como is known for
shirt fabrics and Prato for fancy wo-
menswear fabrics. But all are united
by Italy’s reputation for fabric qual-
ity and innovation. “We are not
afraid of making special qualities,

special colors,” says Paolo Ferla,
grandson of the firm’s founder.

Yet a drive through the alpine
hills here reveals a startling
amount of abandoned industrial
real estate—dozens upon dozens of
crumbling textile factories built
along the streams that once pow-
ered the mills. The vacant buildings
are the result of many years of low-
priced competition from other
countries, mainly China. Ferla
hopes to produce only 150,000
meters of fabric this year, down
from 250,000 meters in the 1980s.
Indeed, sales in the Italian textile in-
dustry have slumped at least 30%
since 2008.

“Horrible. Horrible, horrible
year,” Mr. Ferla says from his
sprawling factory, which has ample
unused space. Yet in keeping with
Italian tradition, he hasn’t laid off
any of his firm’s 35 employees,
many of whom have extensive ties
to the company. (Ms. Rigolon’s two
aunts work there, too.)

Outside Italy, there are some
signs that the fashion industry is
picking up steam. U.S. apparel sales
declined 5.1% in 2009, but there were
glimmers of improvement in wom-
enswear in the fourth quarter, ac-
cording to NPD Group research. And
manyretailers havebeen posting im-
proved results in recent months.

Yet consumers have been de-
manding cheaper clothes, and one
wayretailershaveachieved these im-
provements is by pressuring apparel
manufacturers to lower prices by
more than 20% for each of the past
two seasons. Many have done so by
moving more production to China,
Sri Lanka,Thailand and otherlow-la-
bor-cost regions of the world.

Like other textile makers in the
region, Mr. Ferla cannot devalue
the strong euro, which makes Eu-
rope’s exports expensive, or com-
pete with China’s relatively cheap
labor. But he can offer small quanti-
ties, special colors, new weaves and
patterns, and even new fibers. A de-
cade ago, Mr. Ferla innovated the
use of baby alpaca, which is softer
than cashmere. He comes out each
season with new variations on
tweed-like fabrics thrust through
with various colors of thread. Ital-
ian textile makers have also created
techniques such as extra twist in
the thread that offers more stretch,
new methods of combing bouclé to

make it soft, or spinning tiny
threads together to make extraordi-
narily soft wools.

Yet factories in China are prov-
ing as adept at copying fabrics as
films and handbags, which is pres-
suring the Italians.

While worried, Mr. Ferla is rely-
ing on his quality-focused business
strategy. “It’s never [been] more im-
portant for us to maintain the qual-
ity and the innovation of produc-
tion,” he says. Then he quotes Dosto-
evsky: “Beauty will save the world.”

“If we lose the Italian mills, we
lose the creativity needed for fash-
ion,” says Sal Giardina, an adjunct
professor of textiles at New York’s
Fashion Institute of Technology.
“Fabrics are the common denomina-
tor of fashion. From birth to death,
we are never more than three feet
away from a textile product.”

Just a few kilometers from
Ferla,Francesco BarberisCanoni-
co’s family firm is churning out
light wool suit fabrics for cus-
tomers including Brooks
Brothers and Hickey Free-
man. With320 employees,Vi-
tale Barberis Canonico SpA
is 10 times the size of Ferla.
These days, about 20% of its
production is sent to China,
where factories will sew it
into clothes, says Mr. Bar-
beris Canonico, whose
family started in the tex-
tile business in 1663.

The factory is heavily
mechanized, with robots
that move thread and materials
around the floor and a dye plant that
works all night without human inter-
vention. The company invests about
Œ5 million in new machinery each
year, he says, in order to stay ahead
of innovations in technology. Yet the
firm’s revenue has been hit hard re-
cently, dropping to Œ60 million in
2009 from Œ90 million in 2007.

Barberis Canonico starts with
soft cottony bales of raw wool,
combing them successively into rib-
bons that become the threads that
are dyed and later woven.

Mr. Barberis Canonico, who is 37,
was sent to school in England as a
boy and spent his twenties living it
up in London. He returned to the
family fold a decade ago. “People
say, ‘It’s only fabric,’” he notes. “I
say, ‘Excuse me, fabric is the most
important thing.’”

In Italy’s mills, a new spin emerges
Fabric makers’ inventions—fresh colors, tweeds, softer wools—are shaping this season’s looks

Francesco Barberis Canonico
(above left) runs a family firm
that makes suit fabrics. Many
designers at New York fashion
week experimented with
Italian fabrics to create
textured looks such as
Nanette Lepore’s tapestry
print tunic (left) and Carolina
Herrera’s pantsuit (above).

v Fashion

City
Local 

currency Œ

London £180 Œ204

Rome Œ249 Œ249

New York $360 Œ264

Frankfurt Œ299 Œ299

Brussels Œ320 Œ320

Paris Œ332 Œ332

Arbitrage
Ferrari Rosso 
helmet

Note: Prices, plus taxes, as provided by retailers 
in each city, averaged and converted into euros.

On Style
CHRISTINA BINKLEY
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v Fashion

O
OVER THE PAST decade, a 
host of conceptual Swed-
ish ready-to-wear labels 
have spread around the 
globe. Driven by the image 
of the brand rather than by 

an actual designer or dominant aesthetic, 
the companies have achieved interna-
tional success so quickly, and so unexpect-
edly, that Swedes themselves have taken 
to calling the phenomenon “Det svenska 
modeundret”—the Swedish fashion wonder.

Defying a Swedish identity from their 
earliest phases, these labels aren’t always 
recognized as coming from Sweden, even 
by some of their most loyal customers. “We 
wanted to be neutral in a way,” says Jonny 
Johannson, co-founder and creative direc-
tor of Stockholm’s Acne label, looking back 
on the brand’s beginnings in the 1990s. And 
like Acne, many of the other Swedish brands 
tend to view the making of clothes as only 
one way of making themselves known.

So the new wave of Swedish fashion 
may not seem all that Swedish, and fashion, 
over the long run, may have less and less to 
do with it. But it still looks like a retail won-
der. This winter, we went to Stockholm and 
met with the leaders of the pack to find out 
what they are doing next.

Sweden’s conceptual fashion

CHEAP MONDAY

Denim is the great constant in Swedish fash-
ion, and just about every Swedish label—
from Acne and Nudie to Whyred—offers 
some variation on the designer-jeans tem-
plate. Until a few years ago, all those varia-
tions came at nearly the same cost—around 
1,100-1,200 Swedish kronor (Œ112-Œ122), 
or roughly the price in Sweden of a pair of 
imported Levi’s. Then Cheap Monday came 
along in 2004. With designer jeans at 400 
kronor a pair, and a distinctive smiling-skull 
logo, the label became a cult hit, relying on 
the Internet and word-of-mouth instead of 
on conventional advertising. It was a cloth-
ing revolution from below, and the Swedish 
fashion world hasn’t been the same since.

Located in ramshackle rooms in Söder-
malm, Stockholm’s rapidly gentrifying alter-
native quarter, the Cheap Monday head office 
manages to look just like its jeans—an island 
of down-market authenticity in a sea of up-
market gloss. The general atmosphere resem-
bles a second-hand clothing store, marked by 
mysterious piles of clothes that seem to have 
floated in from any year in the last half-century. 
As it happens, the label itself has its origins in 
a used-clothing store, which was started as 
a hobby by a few friends who worked in the 
fashion business—Örjan Andersson and Adam 
Friberg, and later Lars Karlsson.

Within a few years of producing their 
first 800 pairs of jeans, the founders of 
Cheap Monday hit the jackpot in the spring 
of 2008, when Swedish giant H&M bought 
a controlling interest in the label and its par-
ent company, Fabric Skandinavien AB. Now 
Cheap Monday is sold in 30 countries, often 
in high-end stores alongside more expensive 
Swedish labels, and dominates the competi-
tive Swedish jeans market. 

“People think of tight jeans when they 
think of Cheap Monday,” says Mr. Anders-
son, 38, the rail-thin creative force behind the 
label, speaking in a chaotic showroom. “We 
started with the tight fit, the one I’m wearing 
today, and the tight fit is still selling best.”

At the edge of the mess, there is stand-
out display of order—Cheap Monday’s new 
line of designer eyewear, launched in August 
2009. And eyeglasses are just the begin-
ning, says Mr. Karlsson, CEO of Fabric Skan-
dinavien. “We’ve been talking about tons of 
things,” says Mr. Karlsson, mentioning ho-
tels, restaurants and even cars, as potential 
Cheap Monday ventures.

“We’re a denim label now,” he says. “But 
the idea behind Cheap Monday is stronger.” 
That idea, he says, sounding uncannily like 
Ikea founder Ingvar Kamprad, “is to look at 
traditional ways of doing things” and figuring 
out “a different way to do it better.”

ACNE

“It’s pure luxury just to walk in here every day,” 
says Mr. Johansson at Acne Studios AB. He 
is sitting in a small office, lined with architec-
ture and design books, on the upper level of a 
spectacular house on the edge of Stockholm’s 
Old Town. Once the headquarters of Sweden’s 
Wallenberg banking dynasty, the building was 
taken over by Acne in 2008 and is now home 
to ventures as diverse as Acne’s toy company 
and the brand’s elegant, oversized magazine, 
Acne Paper.

Comprised of a hodgepodge of styles 
and atmospheres, ranging from what could 
be called Pop Baroque to Somber Swedish, 
the house seems more like a palace—only fit-
ting for the brand, which has emerged as the 
presiding sovereign of Sweden’s new fashion 
scene. “We were a concept first,” says Mr. Jo-
hansson, 40 years old, of Acne’s collective-like 
approach to a range of stylish enterprises. 
“The idea was to do everything ourselves.”

Initially a film company and advertising 
agency, Acne—which stands for “ambition to 
create novel expression”—branched out into 
fashion almost by accident, when 100 pairs 
of promotional blue jeans became an instant 
hit in 1997. Though its denim jeans remain a 
symbol of the brand’s other activities, which 
have since split up into several separate com-
panies, the rest of the clothing line now makes 
up nearly two-thirds of its sales.

“Acne have really stepped up again,” says 
Aimee Brown, the London-based brands buyer 
for Urban Outfitters’ European stores. Ms. 
Brown says that although some of the buzz 
about Swedish fashion has died down in the 
fashion world, Acne has managed to reinvent 
itself with a trendsetting up-market main line 
that “is fashion forward.” In 2008, Acne joined 
together with the Paris fashion house Lanvin 
and launched a high-priced line of denim wear.

For Acne Studio Chief Executive Officer 
Mikael Schiller, the success of the brand has 
less to do with traditional marketing than in-
stinct. At Acne, he says, “there are no strate-
gists in a room, sitting around thinking.”

Mr. Schiller, 33, says that each of Acne’s en-
deavors has an advertising function. “We don’t 
do advertising,” he says, referring to the con-
ventional purchasing of ad space. Instead, he 
argues, the clothes themselves, along with Ac-
ne’s stores in carefully selected locations and 
its new line of extravagantly shaped furniture, 
act as “branding by doing.”

Next up for Acne: a new store in Antwerp, 
scheduled to open later this spring, and the 
opening of the company’s very first U.K. store 
in London’s Mayfair district later this year.

Clothing from Acne 
POP Classics Spring/
Summer 2010 
collection. Top right, 
the sofa is part of the 
Acne Furniture 
collection.

By J.S. Marcus
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Left: jewel grey dress from Cheap Monday’s Spring/Summer 2010 collection; Cheap Monday’s Copenhagen store.

WeSC

Östermalm, Stockholm’s quaint answer to 
London’s Mayfair and New York’s Upper East 
Side, is the place to look for old money and new 
cars. As it turns out, it is also the place to find 
the headquarters of Sweden’s breakout skate-
board and street-wear label WeSC, which has 
ensconced itself in a penthouse suite of an 
office block on Karlavagen, a discreet Öster-
malm thoroughfare.

Karlavagen seems a world away from the 
cutting-edge clothes and accessories that 
WeSC actually sells, but it is just the right fit. 
Founded in 1999, WeSC—which stands for “we 
are the superlative conspiracy”—may have its 
origins in the international skateboarding sub-
culture of 1970s, when current CEO and co-
founder Greger Hagelin used the sport as a 
ticket out of the doldrums of suburban Stock-
holm. But the company’s skill at brand man-
agement, and its ability to harness all the tal-
ents and tendencies of the Swedish fashion 
wave, could earn it a place in the curricula of 
business schools.

“We’ve been quite lucky the last couple of 
years,” says Mr. Hagelin, speaking earlier this 
month in WeSC’s showroom, where the men’s 
and women’s lines are exhibited with cool 
precision. “There has been a downturn in the 
economy but we’ve been growing about 25% 
every year,” he says, alluding to the company’s 
consistent expansion since its founding.

WeSC—with key markets these days, 
says Mr. Hagelin, in the U.S. and Italy—opened 
a new flagship store in Stockholm this week, 
just around the corner from Gucci and Acne. 
The result is a signature creation from Stock-
holm architect and brand guru Thomas Eriks-
son, who has helped to shape corporate identi-
ties for many of Scandinavia’s leading compa-
nies, including Scandinavian Airlines and Ikea. 

Mr. Hagelin likes to credit the egalitarian 
spirit of the skateboarding world with his abil-
ity to manage a brand, while distancing him-
self from the rest of the Swedish fashion 
scene. “We’re not designing high fashion,” he 
says, even though his head of design actually 
came from Dior. Rather, he argues, the pur-
pose of WeSC’s clothes, along with its wildly 
successful line of headphones, is “to tell the 
story of the brand.”

That story may have something to do with 
clothes these days, but this fall, promises Mr. 
Hagelin, WeSC will branch out into a whole 
new range of products. “When we started, we 
said that WeSC was an idea,” says Mr. Hagelin, 
who, at 46, is still an occasional skateboarder. 
“Now we’re doing clothing, but we wanted a 
brand that could do a lot of different things.”

—J.S. Marcus is a writer 
based in Berlin.

J.LINDEBERG

J.Lindeberg may be the most Swedish-sound-
ing of the new Swedish brands, but, until re-
cently, it was also the most international. 
Founded in 1996 by a former marketing direc-
tor of Diesel, Johan Lindeberg, the brand com-
bined old-fashioned Hollywood glamour with 
a newfangled mystique about professional 
sports. Brad Pitt could wear a J.Lindeberg tux-
edo to the Golden Globe Awards, and you could 
wear J.Lindeberg sportswear on your country 
club golf course. Based in New York and, later, 
in London, Mr. Lindeberg was the creative force 
behind the brand, which established itself at 
fashion weeks in New York and Milan.

In 2007, the company was bought by 
Proventus, a Swedish investment firm, and 
Stefan Engström, co-founder of the Swedish 
sportswear company Peak Performance. Mr. 
Lindeberg, who briefly continued on in a con-
sulting role, left the company last year.

“The first thing we did was to bring every-
thing back to Sweden,” says Mr. Engström. “We 
identified Swedish heritage as an important 
part of the brand’s DNA.”  The new owners in-
terpret the brand’s trademark fusion of fashion 
and sports as a reflection of what Mr. Engström 
calls Sweden’s “healthy lifestyle.” This new 
strategy seems like a change from the brand’s 
previous image, which suggested a meeting-of-
the-minds between the likes of pop star Justin 
Timberlake and the professional golf circuit.

Mr. Engström has little patience for the no-
tion of a Swedish “fashion wonder” which, he 
says, describes labels that “get a lot of P.R.,” but 
“in terms of sales they are very small.” He in-
vokes some big names of the European fashion 
scene, Hugo Boss and Armani, as models for 
the new J.Lindeberg. “We would like to have a 
similar position from Scandinavia,” he says.

WHYRED

Vasastaden, north of Stockholm’s business district, 
is about as cool as Stockholm gets these days. Home 
to the city’s most important contemporary-art gal-
leries, which moved here en masse in the past few 
years, it is the creative center of Whyred, the most 
art conscious of Sweden’s fashion labels. Founded 
in 1999 by Roland Hjort, Lena Patriksson Keller and 
Jonas Clason, Whyred complements its men’s and 
women’s collections with fashion-related art proj-
ects such as functional limited-edition mirrors and 
umbrellas from Swedish artist Jonas Nobel.
The brand’s distinctive version of Scandinavian min-

imalism relies on the tailoring background of Mr. 
Hjort, Whyred’s design director. “We are more into 
clothing,” he says, reflecting on the conceptual aspi-
rations of fellow Swedish brands like Acne. Whyred’s 
clothes are refined, but they cross a Nordic sense of 
form with a Swinging Sixties sense of fun. 

Mr. Hjort, who worked at H&M before helping to 
launch the J.Lindeberg label in the 1990s, says that 
he and his fellow founders wanted to take a more 
“organic approach” to fashion. “We were getting 
tired of big companies, where everything is planned 
before you start the collection.” 

Whyred’s loft-like offices are in the same building 
as art gallery Nordenhake, and a ghostly arrangement 
of the label’s successful shoe line gives the conference 
room the quality of an art installation. The label owes 
its name to a conversation between Mr. Hjort’s grand-
father, artist Sven “X-et” Erixson, and a reporter, who 
asked him why his favorite color was red. 

For Erik Persson, a 26-year-old Gothenburg-
based film blogger and academic, Whyred is the best 
of the new Swedish wave. Whyred is “better quality” 
than Cheap Monday, says Mr. Persson. “They are still 
jeans,” he says. “But they’re a bit more elegant.”

Above, ‘The WeSC 
animal catwalk’ at the 
new concept store in 
Stockholm; below, unisex 
premium headphones 
and bear toy BE@RBRICK 
from the Crayfish Bongo 
special box set.

Whyred Spring/Summer 2010 collection.
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J.Lindeberg flagship store in Stockholm.
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O
OVER THE PAST decade, a 
host of conceptual Swed-
ish ready-to-wear labels 
have spread around the 
globe. Driven by the image 
of the brand rather than by 

an actual designer or dominant aesthetic, 
the companies have achieved interna-
tional success so quickly, and so unexpect-
edly, that Swedes themselves have taken 
to calling the phenomenon “Det svenska 
modeundret”—the Swedish fashion wonder.

Defying a Swedish identity from their 
earliest phases, these labels aren’t always 
recognized as coming from Sweden, even 
by some of their most loyal customers. “We 
wanted to be neutral in a way,” says Jonny 
Johannson, co-founder and creative direc-
tor of Stockholm’s Acne label, looking back 
on the brand’s beginnings in the 1990s. And 
like Acne, many of the other Swedish brands 
tend to view the making of clothes as only 
one way of making themselves known.

So the new wave of Swedish fashion 
may not seem all that Swedish, and fashion, 
over the long run, may have less and less to 
do with it. But it still looks like a retail won-
der. This winter, we went to Stockholm and 
met with the leaders of the pack to find out 
what they are doing next.

Sweden’s conceptual fashion

CHEAP MONDAY

Denim is the great constant in Swedish fash-
ion, and just about every Swedish label—
from Acne and Nudie to Whyred—offers 
some variation on the designer-jeans tem-
plate. Until a few years ago, all those varia-
tions came at nearly the same cost—around 
1,100-1,200 Swedish kronor (Œ112-Œ122), 
or roughly the price in Sweden of a pair of 
imported Levi’s. Then Cheap Monday came 
along in 2004. With designer jeans at 400 
kronor a pair, and a distinctive smiling-skull 
logo, the label became a cult hit, relying on 
the Internet and word-of-mouth instead of 
on conventional advertising. It was a cloth-
ing revolution from below, and the Swedish 
fashion world hasn’t been the same since.

Located in ramshackle rooms in Söder-
malm, Stockholm’s rapidly gentrifying alter-
native quarter, the Cheap Monday head office 
manages to look just like its jeans—an island 
of down-market authenticity in a sea of up-
market gloss. The general atmosphere resem-
bles a second-hand clothing store, marked by 
mysterious piles of clothes that seem to have 
floated in from any year in the last half-century. 
As it happens, the label itself has its origins in 
a used-clothing store, which was started as 
a hobby by a few friends who worked in the 
fashion business—Örjan Andersson and Adam 
Friberg, and later Lars Karlsson.

Within a few years of producing their 
first 800 pairs of jeans, the founders of 
Cheap Monday hit the jackpot in the spring 
of 2008, when Swedish giant H&M bought 
a controlling interest in the label and its par-
ent company, Fabric Skandinavien AB. Now 
Cheap Monday is sold in 30 countries, often 
in high-end stores alongside more expensive 
Swedish labels, and dominates the competi-
tive Swedish jeans market. 

“People think of tight jeans when they 
think of Cheap Monday,” says Mr. Anders-
son, 38, the rail-thin creative force behind the 
label, speaking in a chaotic showroom. “We 
started with the tight fit, the one I’m wearing 
today, and the tight fit is still selling best.”

At the edge of the mess, there is stand-
out display of order—Cheap Monday’s new 
line of designer eyewear, launched in August 
2009. And eyeglasses are just the begin-
ning, says Mr. Karlsson, CEO of Fabric Skan-
dinavien. “We’ve been talking about tons of 
things,” says Mr. Karlsson, mentioning ho-
tels, restaurants and even cars, as potential 
Cheap Monday ventures.

“We’re a denim label now,” he says. “But 
the idea behind Cheap Monday is stronger.” 
That idea, he says, sounding uncannily like 
Ikea founder Ingvar Kamprad, “is to look at 
traditional ways of doing things” and figuring 
out “a different way to do it better.”

ACNE

“It’s pure luxury just to walk in here every day,” 
says Mr. Johansson at Acne Studios AB. He 
is sitting in a small office, lined with architec-
ture and design books, on the upper level of a 
spectacular house on the edge of Stockholm’s 
Old Town. Once the headquarters of Sweden’s 
Wallenberg banking dynasty, the building was 
taken over by Acne in 2008 and is now home 
to ventures as diverse as Acne’s toy company 
and the brand’s elegant, oversized magazine, 
Acne Paper.

Comprised of a hodgepodge of styles 
and atmospheres, ranging from what could 
be called Pop Baroque to Somber Swedish, 
the house seems more like a palace—only fit-
ting for the brand, which has emerged as the 
presiding sovereign of Sweden’s new fashion 
scene. “We were a concept first,” says Mr. Jo-
hansson, 40 years old, of Acne’s collective-like 
approach to a range of stylish enterprises. 
“The idea was to do everything ourselves.”

Initially a film company and advertising 
agency, Acne—which stands for “ambition to 
create novel expression”—branched out into 
fashion almost by accident, when 100 pairs 
of promotional blue jeans became an instant 
hit in 1997. Though its denim jeans remain a 
symbol of the brand’s other activities, which 
have since split up into several separate com-
panies, the rest of the clothing line now makes 
up nearly two-thirds of its sales.

“Acne have really stepped up again,” says 
Aimee Brown, the London-based brands buyer 
for Urban Outfitters’ European stores. Ms. 
Brown says that although some of the buzz 
about Swedish fashion has died down in the 
fashion world, Acne has managed to reinvent 
itself with a trendsetting up-market main line 
that “is fashion forward.” In 2008, Acne joined 
together with the Paris fashion house Lanvin 
and launched a high-priced line of denim wear.

For Acne Studio Chief Executive Officer 
Mikael Schiller, the success of the brand has 
less to do with traditional marketing than in-
stinct. At Acne, he says, “there are no strate-
gists in a room, sitting around thinking.”

Mr. Schiller, 33, says that each of Acne’s en-
deavors has an advertising function. “We don’t 
do advertising,” he says, referring to the con-
ventional purchasing of ad space. Instead, he 
argues, the clothes themselves, along with Ac-
ne’s stores in carefully selected locations and 
its new line of extravagantly shaped furniture, 
act as “branding by doing.”

Next up for Acne: a new store in Antwerp, 
scheduled to open later this spring, and the 
opening of the company’s very first U.K. store 
in London’s Mayfair district later this year.

Clothing from Acne 
POP Classics Spring/
Summer 2010 
collection. Top right, 
the sofa is part of the 
Acne Furniture 
collection.

By J.S. Marcus
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Left: jewel grey dress from Cheap Monday’s Spring/Summer 2010 collection; Cheap Monday’s Copenhagen store.

WeSC

Östermalm, Stockholm’s quaint answer to 
London’s Mayfair and New York’s Upper East 
Side, is the place to look for old money and new 
cars. As it turns out, it is also the place to find 
the headquarters of Sweden’s breakout skate-
board and street-wear label WeSC, which has 
ensconced itself in a penthouse suite of an 
office block on Karlavagen, a discreet Öster-
malm thoroughfare.

Karlavagen seems a world away from the 
cutting-edge clothes and accessories that 
WeSC actually sells, but it is just the right fit. 
Founded in 1999, WeSC—which stands for “we 
are the superlative conspiracy”—may have its 
origins in the international skateboarding sub-
culture of 1970s, when current CEO and co-
founder Greger Hagelin used the sport as a 
ticket out of the doldrums of suburban Stock-
holm. But the company’s skill at brand man-
agement, and its ability to harness all the tal-
ents and tendencies of the Swedish fashion 
wave, could earn it a place in the curricula of 
business schools.

“We’ve been quite lucky the last couple of 
years,” says Mr. Hagelin, speaking earlier this 
month in WeSC’s showroom, where the men’s 
and women’s lines are exhibited with cool 
precision. “There has been a downturn in the 
economy but we’ve been growing about 25% 
every year,” he says, alluding to the company’s 
consistent expansion since its founding.

WeSC—with key markets these days, 
says Mr. Hagelin, in the U.S. and Italy—opened 
a new flagship store in Stockholm this week, 
just around the corner from Gucci and Acne. 
The result is a signature creation from Stock-
holm architect and brand guru Thomas Eriks-
son, who has helped to shape corporate identi-
ties for many of Scandinavia’s leading compa-
nies, including Scandinavian Airlines and Ikea. 

Mr. Hagelin likes to credit the egalitarian 
spirit of the skateboarding world with his abil-
ity to manage a brand, while distancing him-
self from the rest of the Swedish fashion 
scene. “We’re not designing high fashion,” he 
says, even though his head of design actually 
came from Dior. Rather, he argues, the pur-
pose of WeSC’s clothes, along with its wildly 
successful line of headphones, is “to tell the 
story of the brand.”

That story may have something to do with 
clothes these days, but this fall, promises Mr. 
Hagelin, WeSC will branch out into a whole 
new range of products. “When we started, we 
said that WeSC was an idea,” says Mr. Hagelin, 
who, at 46, is still an occasional skateboarder. 
“Now we’re doing clothing, but we wanted a 
brand that could do a lot of different things.”

—J.S. Marcus is a writer 
based in Berlin.

J.LINDEBERG

J.Lindeberg may be the most Swedish-sound-
ing of the new Swedish brands, but, until re-
cently, it was also the most international. 
Founded in 1996 by a former marketing direc-
tor of Diesel, Johan Lindeberg, the brand com-
bined old-fashioned Hollywood glamour with 
a newfangled mystique about professional 
sports. Brad Pitt could wear a J.Lindeberg tux-
edo to the Golden Globe Awards, and you could 
wear J.Lindeberg sportswear on your country 
club golf course. Based in New York and, later, 
in London, Mr. Lindeberg was the creative force 
behind the brand, which established itself at 
fashion weeks in New York and Milan.

In 2007, the company was bought by 
Proventus, a Swedish investment firm, and 
Stefan Engström, co-founder of the Swedish 
sportswear company Peak Performance. Mr. 
Lindeberg, who briefly continued on in a con-
sulting role, left the company last year.

“The first thing we did was to bring every-
thing back to Sweden,” says Mr. Engström. “We 
identified Swedish heritage as an important 
part of the brand’s DNA.”  The new owners in-
terpret the brand’s trademark fusion of fashion 
and sports as a reflection of what Mr. Engström 
calls Sweden’s “healthy lifestyle.” This new 
strategy seems like a change from the brand’s 
previous image, which suggested a meeting-of-
the-minds between the likes of pop star Justin 
Timberlake and the professional golf circuit.

Mr. Engström has little patience for the no-
tion of a Swedish “fashion wonder” which, he 
says, describes labels that “get a lot of P.R.,” but 
“in terms of sales they are very small.” He in-
vokes some big names of the European fashion 
scene, Hugo Boss and Armani, as models for 
the new J.Lindeberg. “We would like to have a 
similar position from Scandinavia,” he says.

WHYRED

Vasastaden, north of Stockholm’s business district, 
is about as cool as Stockholm gets these days. Home 
to the city’s most important contemporary-art gal-
leries, which moved here en masse in the past few 
years, it is the creative center of Whyred, the most 
art conscious of Sweden’s fashion labels. Founded 
in 1999 by Roland Hjort, Lena Patriksson Keller and 
Jonas Clason, Whyred complements its men’s and 
women’s collections with fashion-related art proj-
ects such as functional limited-edition mirrors and 
umbrellas from Swedish artist Jonas Nobel.
The brand’s distinctive version of Scandinavian min-

imalism relies on the tailoring background of Mr. 
Hjort, Whyred’s design director. “We are more into 
clothing,” he says, reflecting on the conceptual aspi-
rations of fellow Swedish brands like Acne. Whyred’s 
clothes are refined, but they cross a Nordic sense of 
form with a Swinging Sixties sense of fun. 

Mr. Hjort, who worked at H&M before helping to 
launch the J.Lindeberg label in the 1990s, says that 
he and his fellow founders wanted to take a more 
“organic approach” to fashion. “We were getting 
tired of big companies, where everything is planned 
before you start the collection.” 

Whyred’s loft-like offices are in the same building 
as art gallery Nordenhake, and a ghostly arrangement 
of the label’s successful shoe line gives the conference 
room the quality of an art installation. The label owes 
its name to a conversation between Mr. Hjort’s grand-
father, artist Sven “X-et” Erixson, and a reporter, who 
asked him why his favorite color was red. 

For Erik Persson, a 26-year-old Gothenburg-
based film blogger and academic, Whyred is the best 
of the new Swedish wave. Whyred is “better quality” 
than Cheap Monday, says Mr. Persson. “They are still 
jeans,” he says. “But they’re a bit more elegant.”

Above, ‘The WeSC 
animal catwalk’ at the 
new concept store in 
Stockholm; below, unisex 
premium headphones 
and bear toy BE@RBRICK 
from the Crayfish Bongo 
special box set.

Whyred Spring/Summer 2010 collection.
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J.Lindeberg flagship store in Stockholm.
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Ponzone, Italy

A
RMED WITH TWEEZERS,
Daniela Rigolon plucked mi-
nuscule stray wool fibers on

Tuesday from some black-and-
white plaid fabric destined to be-
come a Lanvin coat.

Lanvin is among the labels—
along with Chanel, Armani, Dolce &
Gabbana, Akris, Kiton and Balen-
ciaga—that turn to Ms. Rigolon’s
employer, Lanificio Egidio Ferla
SpA, for fabrics that define luxury.
Italian fabrics will be a central part
of the collections at Milan fashion
week, which started Wednesday,
and at Paris fashion week, which
will follow.

Many top designers rely on
these high-end textiles to create
their most luxurious or unusual
looks, such as Etro’s brilliant jewel-
like colors, some of Chanel’s fa-
mous tweeds, and the color-mor-
phing looks shown at Prada several
seasons ago. More recently, at New
York’s fashion week, where sumptu-
ous textiles took center stage, Ital-
ian textile makers supplied fabric
for Michael Kors, Jason Wu,
Nanette Lepore and Carolina Her-
rera, among countless others. Ms.
Lepore, who showcased a unique
tapestry print in New York, says
she uses almost entirely Italian fab-
rics. “We need these Italian facto-
ries,” she says.

Designers turn to factories here
in the Biella region of northern Italy
for the highest-quality suiting tex-
tiles—cashmere, silk, linen, and
wools including Loro Piana’s vicuña
and Ferla’s baby alpaca. The fabric
is then shipped to factories around
the world for manufacturing. Other
regions of Italy have their own tex-
tile specialties; Como is known for
shirt fabrics and Prato for fancy wo-
menswear fabrics. But all are united
by Italy’s reputation for fabric qual-
ity and innovation. “We are not
afraid of making special qualities,

special colors,” says Paolo Ferla,
grandson of the firm’s founder.

Yet a drive through the alpine
hills here reveals a startling
amount of abandoned industrial
real estate—dozens upon dozens of
crumbling textile factories built
along the streams that once pow-
ered the mills. The vacant buildings
are the result of many years of low-
priced competition from other
countries, mainly China. Ferla
hopes to produce only 150,000
meters of fabric this year, down
from 250,000 meters in the 1980s.
Indeed, sales in the Italian textile in-
dustry have slumped at least 30%
since 2008.

“Horrible. Horrible, horrible
year,” Mr. Ferla says from his
sprawling factory, which has ample
unused space. Yet in keeping with
Italian tradition, he hasn’t laid off
any of his firm’s 35 employees,
many of whom have extensive ties
to the company. (Ms. Rigolon’s two
aunts work there, too.)

Outside Italy, there are some
signs that the fashion industry is
picking up steam. U.S. apparel sales
declined 5.1% in 2009, but there were
glimmers of improvement in wom-
enswear in the fourth quarter, ac-
cording to NPD Group research. And
manyretailers havebeen posting im-
proved results in recent months.

Yet consumers have been de-
manding cheaper clothes, and one
wayretailershaveachieved these im-
provements is by pressuring apparel
manufacturers to lower prices by
more than 20% for each of the past
two seasons. Many have done so by
moving more production to China,
Sri Lanka,Thailand and otherlow-la-
bor-cost regions of the world.

Like other textile makers in the
region, Mr. Ferla cannot devalue
the strong euro, which makes Eu-
rope’s exports expensive, or com-
pete with China’s relatively cheap
labor. But he can offer small quanti-
ties, special colors, new weaves and
patterns, and even new fibers. A de-
cade ago, Mr. Ferla innovated the
use of baby alpaca, which is softer
than cashmere. He comes out each
season with new variations on
tweed-like fabrics thrust through
with various colors of thread. Ital-
ian textile makers have also created
techniques such as extra twist in
the thread that offers more stretch,
new methods of combing bouclé to

make it soft, or spinning tiny
threads together to make extraordi-
narily soft wools.

Yet factories in China are prov-
ing as adept at copying fabrics as
films and handbags, which is pres-
suring the Italians.

While worried, Mr. Ferla is rely-
ing on his quality-focused business
strategy. “It’s never [been] more im-
portant for us to maintain the qual-
ity and the innovation of produc-
tion,” he says. Then he quotes Dosto-
evsky: “Beauty will save the world.”

“If we lose the Italian mills, we
lose the creativity needed for fash-
ion,” says Sal Giardina, an adjunct
professor of textiles at New York’s
Fashion Institute of Technology.
“Fabrics are the common denomina-
tor of fashion. From birth to death,
we are never more than three feet
away from a textile product.”

Just a few kilometers from
Ferla,Francesco BarberisCanoni-
co’s family firm is churning out
light wool suit fabrics for cus-
tomers including Brooks
Brothers and Hickey Free-
man. With320 employees,Vi-
tale Barberis Canonico SpA
is 10 times the size of Ferla.
These days, about 20% of its
production is sent to China,
where factories will sew it
into clothes, says Mr. Bar-
beris Canonico, whose
family started in the tex-
tile business in 1663.

The factory is heavily
mechanized, with robots
that move thread and materials
around the floor and a dye plant that
works all night without human inter-
vention. The company invests about
Œ5 million in new machinery each
year, he says, in order to stay ahead
of innovations in technology. Yet the
firm’s revenue has been hit hard re-
cently, dropping to Œ60 million in
2009 from Œ90 million in 2007.

Barberis Canonico starts with
soft cottony bales of raw wool,
combing them successively into rib-
bons that become the threads that
are dyed and later woven.

Mr. Barberis Canonico, who is 37,
was sent to school in England as a
boy and spent his twenties living it
up in London. He returned to the
family fold a decade ago. “People
say, ‘It’s only fabric,’” he notes. “I
say, ‘Excuse me, fabric is the most
important thing.’”

In Italy’s mills, a new spin emerges
Fabric makers’ inventions—fresh colors, tweeds, softer wools—are shaping this season’s looks

Francesco Barberis Canonico
(above left) runs a family firm
that makes suit fabrics. Many
designers at New York fashion
week experimented with
Italian fabrics to create
textured looks such as
Nanette Lepore’s tapestry
print tunic (left) and Carolina
Herrera’s pantsuit (above).

v Fashion

City
Local 

currency Œ

London £180 Œ204

Rome Œ249 Œ249

New York $360 Œ264

Frankfurt Œ299 Œ299

Brussels Œ320 Œ320

Paris Œ332 Œ332

Arbitrage
Ferrari Rosso 
helmet

Note: Prices, plus taxes, as provided by retailers 
in each city, averaged and converted into euros.

On Style
CHRISTINA BINKLEY
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DRINKING NOW

Chablis Vaudésir 2008
Price: about £22 or Œ25

Alcohol content: 13%

This wine is produced at one of the 
largest vineyards among the seven 
Grand Crus of Chablis. Its name 
comes from the French Chemin des 
Vaudésirs, or path of the Vaudésirs, 
which cuts down the middle of the 
vineyard. Still quite young it has 
a spicy, fresh, lemony character, 
underpinned by new oak flavors. 

Adding flare to British fare

Top, the exterior of Mark Hix’s new
Soho restaurant; above, the
restaurant’s dishes include flatiron
steak with bone marrow.

By Raymond Sokolov

M
ARK HIX MADE his name
serving vols-au-vent and
other fancy dishes to Lon-

don ladies and other correct folk at
the plummy Caprice. But then he
got serious, and seriously downmar-
ket, opening four of his own gritty,
Britty locavore emporia. Next
month he’ll take his wildly success-
ful versions of bubble and squeak, lo-
cal oysters, game birds and offal to
their fifth venue, at the tony London
department store Selfridge’s, with
Hix Restaurant and Champagne Bar.

Mr. Hix isn’t the first young Brit-
ish chef to make his mark with indig-
enous dishes that local foodies once
made a lifestyle out of rejecting in fa-
vor of foreign grub. The pioneer in
this neo-nativist style was Fergus
Henderson, whose St. John Restau-
rant grabbed the attention of the
foodie world in 1994 with his
nose-to-tail menus that sometimes
include squirrel. He has a Michelin
star and last year oversaw the an-
nual banquet for the Oxford Sympo-
sium on Food and Cookery.

Down-and-dirty English food
has swept the country’s loftiest
places. At the National Gallery’s dis-
creet National Dining Rooms, art lov-
ers can choose between rare-breed
Bickleigh White Park beef and Cor-
nish goat’s curd. But the big news in
the giddy locavore and offal-loving
world here is all about Mr. Hix.

While the winter’s big blizzard
had slowed London to a whited
crawl last month, we went to all
three of his in-town restaurants
(Hix Oyster and Fish at Lyme Regis
on the Dorset coast was closed for a
seasonal break). Our Hix crawl pro-
ceeded in the chronological order of
the venues’ openings. It proved to
be an upward arc.

When Mr. Hix severed his connec-
tion with Caprice Holdings, where
he presided over the Caprice, the
Ivy and seven other posh sites as
chef director, in late 2007, he briti-
cized the menu at Brown’s, a grand
hotel in Mayfair. He’s still in charge
of the food there, and it proudly
shows off high-end local products,
from a delicate pastry filled with lob-
ster and seashore vegetables to Scot-
tish deer with haggis and even a re-
fined fish and chips with mushy
peas converted into an unmushy
chop-up of frozen peas instead of
the classic mashed, reconstituted
dried ones. On the current menu,
the Hix touch is charmingly present

in a side dish of roast parsnips with
honey from a hive in east London.

But the Hix spirit doesn’t ani-
mate Brown’s formal dining room,
which was virtually empty the night
we were there and anything but raff-
ish. We caught a strong whiff of the
real Hix thing at the man’s first inde-
pendent restaurant, in an alley near
the old Smithfield Market in the Far-
ringdon district of east London.

Hix Oyster and Chop House has
been an uproarious success since it
began attracting artists who were
gentrifying the neighborhood.
There’s an off-color work by Young
British Artist Tracey Emin on a back
wall of the teeming tavern.

Mostly young people were facing
their futures gaily with goose salad
and lemon sole, and beef pie—solid
fare knowingly produced. Bubble
and squeak, the humble classic of po-
tato and cabbage and other leftover
vegetables, has rarely been served
forth with such loving care.

At the high end was a recreation
of the Victorian showpiece called
lamb cutlets Reform, breaded lamb
chops in a sweet-sour sauce. Ours
was a bit overdone and greasy, an un-
characteristic lapse. We had a ten-
der, cleanly fried version the next
day at the Reform Club where su-
perchef Alexis Soyer invented the
dish in the 19th century.

This chef’s effortless stretch
across the culinary class barriers
has reached its apex, so far, at Hix, a
sleek, lounge-like smash success in
Soho, steps from Piccadilly Circus.
There’s no pretense to slumming
here, but informality still prevails.
And you know the same earthy sensi-
bility is informing the kitchen at
Hix, which opened last October with

dishes militantly sourced from na-
tive producers and often featuring
arcane ingredients.

If anything, Hix goes further
than Hix Oyster and Chop House in
ransacking the resources, animal
and culinary, of this nation. In one re-
markable meal, four friends ate
themselves into delirium with heri-
tage pork cracklings, cod tongues,
milts (don’t ask) on toast, not to
mention rare but unbloody par-
tridge, sprout tops (we never knew
they had them), veal heart and Mr.
Hix’s stargazy pie.

This last turned out to be a pie in
the great but often sinned against
pub tradition led by beef and kidney
pies. This one began in Cornwall as a
trick dish in which sardines poked
their heads up out of the pie crust,
gazing at the stars. In the Hix rendi-
tion, a serious culinary project, the
pie is stuffed with shredded rabbit
meat and crayfish. A few of the cray-
fish heads emerge from slits in the
crust with astronomical intent.

It would be one thing if these his-
torical novelties were that and noth-
ing more. But Mark Hix is using all
the talent and experience he picked
up in a long career at the top of the
social/gastronomic heap to renovate,
and often improve on, a deceptively
homely tradition of homegrown
food. The best part of his achieve-
ment is that he cooks food of historic
and social significance that isn’t just
a stunt of resuscitation. In the right
hands, veal heart can be a revelation.

IONCE APPEARED in a best-sell-
ing novel sticking up for Chardon-

nay. True story. In fact I made a num-
ber of appearances sticking up for vari-
ous unfashionable French wine prac-
tices. You can read them if you like in
Alexander McCall Smith’s “44 Scot-
land Street” series. There I am, pop-
ping up in various books, advising the
fictitious Bruce character on the per-
ils of the wine trade. It is, I’m sure
you’ll agree, a dreadfully pompous
and boastful admission, which is why,
up until now, I have generally re-
frained from writing about it. I say
generally because I like to mention it
whenever I can, especially to those

who read Alexander McCall Smith or
the few who show a passing interest
in the author. Hell, those who know
me will tell you I have been known to
drop it into conversation with the
crowd who doesn’t read him at all. In
fact come to think of it off the top of
my head I can’t think of anyone I
haven’t mentioned it to in passing.

I tell a lie. There is one, rather gran-
diose, group I haven’t mentioned it to.
The sort of group that can irritate
even more than the boastful, big-
headed wine writer. A group that
takes inverted snobbery to the maxi-
mum and delights in telling the world
how clever their wine choices are. I am
of course referring to those who have
if it in for Chardonnay. They even have
their own name: The ABC club (Any-
thing But Chardonnay) a collection of
like minded individuals who drink any-
thing but the noble variety itself.

Now don’t get me wrong, there
are some Chardonnays out there,
smothered in oak, acidity all over the
place, with flabby, palate-wrenching
fruit that leave me crying out for a
grassy Chenin Blanc, a light floral
Riesling or a zesty Sauvignon Blanc.
Although I have to say in their de-
fense bad Chardonnay is almost al-
ways drinkable.

But all too often Chardonnay is de-
rided by critics looking to offer a list of
alternative varieties. We can explore
that in another column, but today I
wish to answer my well rehearsed re-
ply to the ABC club that Chardonnay
is simply marvelous and good Char-

donnay is sensational. On the golden
slopes of the Côte d’Or in Burgundy it
is a world beater. In villages such as
Meursault, Puligny-Montrachet and
Chassagne Montrachet, the grape
takes on a nutty, buttery flavor. It sits
in the glass with a rich, round texture
and a pleasing use of oak. At Cham-
pagne, it provides structure and fi-
nesse to the blend and is the sole
grape in Blanc de Blancs. In New
Zealand, I have tasted bone dry exam-
ples that have a delightful creamy, al-
mond character on the nose with
notes of nectarine. In California, I have
come across some delightfully clean,
mineral examples with a flickering
acidity. This is not to mention exam-
ples from western Australia, Chile and
Argentina.

Its problem lies with its appeal.
Chardonnay is simply everywhere.
Walk into a shop, stroll through a vine-
yard, turn up at a friend’s house and
you are likely to find Chardonnay, in
one form or another. Easy to drink
and easy to pronounce, it is the wine
snob’s nightmare: popular, tasty and
successful. Why else would it be
planted in virtually every wine-produc-
ing country in the world?

Lately, I have been rediscovering
Chardonnay in Chablis where, at its
best, the chalky soils from this small
white-wine-producing region in Bur-
gundy imparts a steely, flinty, per-
fumed character with an austere and
powerful finish. In a good vintage a
top producer will produce a crisp, min-
erally, food-friendly wine that can be
little short of exquisite.

Chablis itself lies 160 kilometers
north of Beaune. As a quick short
hand guide its classification can be
best understood in terms of Grand
Cru, Premier Cru, AOC Chablis and
Petit Chablis, with quality in descend-
ing order. But my advice, as on every-
thing associated with Burgundy, is to
pick your producer wisely. Among my
top picks are: Brocard; Dauvissat,
Droin, Domaine de la Meulière, Fèvre,
Raveneau and Tribut.

One estate worth seeking out is
Maison Joseph Drouhin, which has al-
ways been a good source of reliable
Chablis. Under the guiding hand of
Véronique Drouhin, who studied enol-
ogy at the Université de Bourgogne,
the whites posses a stylish, silky
style. Her grand Cru Chablis is superb
with a fresh, lively feel and competes
with any Premier Cru from the Côte
d’Or. Which reminds me, I must send
her a copy of that book.
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In defense of Chardonnay
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By Paul Levy

O
NCE IN A while a new play
comes along that you think is
destined to become a classic—

unlike the brilliant “Enron” (cur-
rently playing at the Noel Coward
Theatre), which is so much of its
time and place that it’s hard to imag-
ine it being revived in five years’
time. Despite its spiky topicality,
however, David Greig’s “Dunsinane”
is a play I can imagine seeing a de-
cade from now in a different produc-
tion from the current admirable
Royal Shakespeare Company stag-
ing at the Hampstead Theatre.

The title is a tip-off: the action
opens with English soldiers bearing
boughs of yew trees—Birnam Wood
iscoming toDunsinane.This isthese-
quel: what happens after “Macbeth.”
A soft, subtle Malcolm (interpreted
as a cheeky, Talmudic arguer by
Brian Ferguson) is on Scotland’s
shaky throne. We learn Lady Mac-
beth’s name, Gruach (played as a fi-
ery redhead by Siobahn Redmond),
and that she indeed has suckled a son
(by a previous marriage). Into this
conflict marches the Englishgeneral,
Siward (a wild, woolly Jonny Phil-
lips),determined to civilize the tribal
Scots. The implicit parallels with
Iraq and Afghanistan are there—as
Lady Macbeth sums up: “You’re a
good man, Siward. It would have
been better if you weren’t./There
would have been much less blood.”

Roxana Silbert directs a uni-
formly fine, large cast; the beautiful
permanent set designed by Robert
Innes Hopkins is magical; and three
musicians stir the senses, especially
when two of Lady Macbeth’s women
sing their haunting melodies over
their rhythmical accompaniment.
But the real hero is Mr. Greig, who
has achieved that rare thing, a play
of ideas that is fully imagined.

Henrik Ibsen’s “Ghosts” is an al-
most perfect play, a terse tragedy,
with near Shakespearian moments
of comic relief. Frank McGuinness’s
new version at the Duchess Theatre
is the clearest I have seen, dealing ex-
plicitly with the imprisonment of
Mrs. Alving’s free spirit (Lesley
Sharp,whose melodramatic screams
andpostures are theonlydisappoint-
ments). Her imagination was en-
snared in a ghastly marriage that re-
sulted in a syphilitic son (Harry
Treadway, whose fits are as convinc-
ing as his hoarded stash of mor-
phine) and an illegitimate daughter
(Jessica Raine).

Director Iain Glen also plays the
hypocritical Pastor Manders, with a
Northern Irish accent. The black-

mailing carpenter, Engstrand is
played absolutely straight by Mal-
colm Storry, who leaves the audi-
ence to find comedy in his charac-
ter’s ineptitude. Mr. McGuinness
does a great job of finding the right
language to make this tale of unliber-
ated women, sexually transmitted
disease, incest, coercion and mercy
killing fresh and contemporary.

I was stumped by the title of Lan-
ford Wilson’s mildly entertaining
four-hander “Serenading Louie,”
at the Donmar, until I remembered
that the cast drunkenly sing some of
the Yale Whiffenpoof Song: “We will
serenade our Louis/While life and
voice shall last/Then we’ll pass and
be forgotten with the rest.” Though
the Chicago suburbanites, Alex (Ja-
son Butler Harner), the wannabe pol-
itician, and his needy wife, Gabrielle
(Charlotte Emmerson), and Carl (Ja-
son O’Hara), the disappointed
former football player and his un-
faithful wife, Mary (Geraldine Som-
erville) are graduates of Northwest-
ern University, the song’s nostalgia
for college days and youth is an apt
epitaph for the characters.

This 1970s piece about the blast-
ing of youthful hopes is an odd choice
for the Donmar’s artistic director,
Michael Grandage, to have revived.
The invigorating acting and director
Simon Curtis’s clever staging are su-
perior to the play itself, and one won-
ders what audiences will make of
this quintessentially American play

as it tours the English provinces
in April. But Mr. Wilson fires off
the odd good line of dialogue, as
when Mary says of Carl, “I don't
think I really loved him then, but
I love him then now.”

The Donmar’s rival little the-
ater, the Almeida, has a splen-
did, modern-dress “Measure
for Measure.” Its artistic direc-
tor, Michael Attenborough, has
a luxury cast of Ben Miles as the
Duke, Rory Kinnear as Angelo
and Anna Maxwell Martin as Isa-

bella. Lloyd Hutchinson gives an out-
standing account of an Irish Lucio
too reliant on his talent for the blar-
ney. Lez Brotherston’s sets repro-
duce a Mannerist “Rape of the Sab-
ine Women” on one side, and dis-
play solid-looking brickwork as
they rotate to become the nunnery

and prison. His costumes (sleazy
whores, buttoned-up, besuited An-
gelo) help a production notable for
its clarity and clean speaking of the
verse. Full marks for the interpreta-
tion of both Angelo and Isabella as
mirror-image, potentially danger-
ous moral extremists.

Bette Bourne has had an amazing
acting career, both in and out of
drag. His male roles have included
parts in Shakespeare and Noel Cow-
ard plays, and his Lady Bracknell will
be remembered alongside Quentin
Crisp’s (whom he has also played).
For his audience with playwright
Mark Ravenhill, “A Life in Three
Acts,” at the Soho Theatre, he ap-
pears in demi-drag, trousers, kitten
heels, a few sequins on the jacket,
only a little lippy, and long gray hair.

The scripted conversation, gen-
tly guided by an untidily dressed Mr.
Ravenhill, ranges from Ms. Bourne’s
post-war working-class childhood
(violent father, mother with an un-
trained operatic voice) to his early
acting training (the projected photo-
graphs that form part of the show re-
veal a matinee-idol-handsome
young man). Then in the 1970s, Gay
Liberation caught his attention, and
led to his organizing a drag com-
mune. The tale is funny, brave, hu-
mane, moving and makes a surpris-
ingly good show.

Dunsinane until March 6
www.rsc.org.uk
Ghosts until May 15
www.nimaxtheatres.com
Serenading Louie until March 27
www.donmarwarehouse.com
Measure for Measure until April 10
www.almeida.co.uk
A Life in Three Acts until Feb. 27
www.sohotheatre.com

‘Dunsinane’ has staying power
‘Ghosts’ tragedy is an almost perfect play, while ‘Measure for Measure’ cast gets full marks

Top, Jonny Phillips (Siward), Mairi
Morrison and Lisa Hogg (Gruach’s
attendants) and Siobhan
Redmond (Gruach) in ‘Dunsinane’;
left, Lesley Sharp as Mrs. Alving in
‘Ghosts.’
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DISTINCTIVE PROPERTIES & ESTATES
UNITED STATES SPAINUNITED STATES

Oceanfront! New turnkey
B&B or family compound.

9 bds-10 ba-gourmet kitch - covered parking-
elevator. Would make perfect retreat. Bank
Owned. $2.4 M

Fernandina Beach FL
904.517.9912 An Equal
Opportunity Lender.
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Own a Tennessee Mountain
Jasper Mtn, TN, is 8,893 acres on the
Cumberland Plateau next to I-24
interchange 25 minutes from

Chattanooga. Over 60% in flat plateau
land with 22 miles of bluff line.

Waterfalls, views of the TN River, big
timber, lots of wildlife. Near

Volkswagen’s new $1 Billion plant.
Elevation from 650’ to 2000’.

$2650/acre
http://www.jaspermountaintn.com/

Contact private owner direct.
(423) 826-2645

John@JasperMountainTN.com
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GREECE

Distinctive
Properties.

Select Residential Listings on Friday.
List Your Property Today.
Call 44-20-7842-9600
or 49-69-971-4280
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Top, Zind-Humbrecht’s Grand Cru
Rangen de Thann vineyard,
overlooking the town of Thann, France;
Olivier Humbrecht, left, in one of his
vineyards; right, a hand-carved wine
barrel in the Zind-Humbrecht cellar in
Turckheim, France.

By Craig Winneker

A
S IF FRENCH winemakers
didn’t have enough problems.
An economic slump is slash-

ing sales and they’re facing ever-
tougher competition from New
World winemakers, who have
greater freedom to design their
wines to suit a fickle public. Now
they have to grapple with climate
change, which threatens to redraw
the map on global wine production.

After three decades of rising av-
erage temperatures, Central
France’s cooler Burgundy region is
more like the balmy Rhône, in the
south; Bordeaux is as warm as Barce-
lona. Winemakers today face a
choice: Adapt or go out of business.

Olivier Humbrecht, whose Grand
Cru Rieslings and Gewürztraminers
are considered among the best in Al-
sace, is trying to plan for an uncer-
tain climate future at his acclaimed
Zind-Humbrecht winery near Col-
mar, in eastern France.

Mr. Humbrecht grows his grapes
organically. He’s one of a growing
numberofwinemakerswhofavornat-
ural pest control over chemicals, and
harvest by hand instead of machine
where possible. He is also one of the
few winemakers to have earned the
Master of Wine designation, a well-
respected credential from the the In-
stitute of Masters of Wine in London
that denotes a high level of expertise
about wines from all over the world.

The 46-year-old winemaker says
in the short term he can cope with
the sharp fluctuations in the
weather that climate change has
brought. But if current warming
trends continue, Mr. Humbrecht
says, in 20 years he may have to stop
growing the varietals that have
made Alsace famous and start grow-
ing grapes that traditionally have
been cultivated farther south, such
as Cabernet Sauvignon or Syrah.

Mr. Humbrecht already is lobby-
ing French authorities to relax re-
strictions on what grape varietals
can be planted in which regions;
these laws have made it tough for
French winemakers to adapt to ris-
ing temperatures and changing pal-
ates, he says. “A little bit of room to
experiment, innovate and change
would be extremely helpful in to-
day’s conditions,” he adds.

Winemakers around the world
face similar problems.Spanish wine-
makers are moving vineyards to
higher altitudes; Germans are shift-
ing from white to red; Australians
are enduring droughtconditions.Ex-
perts say the increased cost and has-
sle of cultivating grapes under harsh
conditions will make wine more ex-
pensive and top vintages harder to
come by.

Global warming hasn’t been all
bad for winemakers, however. For
the past 30 years or so climate
change hasbeen aboon, withwarmer
temperatures makingiteasiertohar-
vest ripe fruit. A recent study at four
American universities found a direct
correlation between rising tempera-

tures in the past few decades and vin-
tage quality: the warmer the year, the
better the critics liked the wine. But
eventually, when average tempera-
tures reach a certain point, as they
have already in some extreme wine-
growing locations such as southern
Spain and southern Italy, quality be-
gins to decline.

We met Mr. Humbrecht at his ul-
tra-modern winery to talk about the
challenges winemakers and wine-
drinkers will face over the next sev-
eral years.TheZind-Humbrecht tast-
ing room overlooks hectares of vine-
yards, which on the day we spoke
were covered in a blanket of snow.

Your family has been making
wine here for generations. How is
global warming affecting you?

If we knew that every winter
would be very cold and every spring
would be like this and every summer
would be like that, it would be much
easier to plan. But today the ampli-
tude of change is so big, that is our
real problem.

Do you have to make a decision
in August that you will make a dif-
ferent style of wine this year?

I don’t decide on the style of
wine. Nature does. I can influence, I
can give direction to the vineyard,
and can make a few decisions that
will influence the wine slightly….At
the end of the year, whatever I get, I
harvest and I try to make the best
wine possible out of that.

If the warming trend contin-
ues, will you have to make a com-
pletely different kind of wine?

What makes a good vineyard or a
bad vineyard is not necessarily just
the climate around it. It’s more the
ability of the soil to exploit the cli-
mate and to deliver interesting min-
eral components to the vine. I know
for sure that what is my Grand Cru
vineyard today will be my Grand Cru
vineyard in 10 years, 20 years, 50
years, 100 years. But the way I will
have to work that vineyard—that
will be changing a lot.

You mean you’ll grow different
grapes?

If my Gewürztraminer cannot be
adapted to this area because it will
ripen too early...eventually I’ll have
to look at which other grapes and
which cultivation methods will be
more adapted to making wine that
will be accepted by my consumers,
critics, whatever.

The problem is...a mature vine-
yard produces good-quality wine
when it’s 20 or 25 years old. If I
want to make good-quality wines in
30 years’ time, I almost have to find
them today. But what should I plant
today? That’s the big question.
How will the climate change in 30
years’ time? Nobody is 100% sure.

How can you continue to make
what people think of as Grand Cru
Alsace?

There are two solutions. One is I

go into industrial wine, I tweak the
wine, I add a lot of makeup to make
it look pretty when in fact it’s not
nice. And today oenology is ex-
tremely competent at that. Or, I
stick to my philosophy. I respect my
area, and I want the style of the
area to show through the vine. I will
have to change to express my art. If
Gewürztraminer or Riesling don’t
fit the area anymore I’ll be very
happy to change grape variety.

Are there certain wine-grow-
ing areas that are threatened in
the short term?

If I were in Australia I would
worry a lot, because water will be
an issue....In some areas in Austra-
lia, and especially the way the vines
are cultivated [there], they want a
specific crop….They want X-thou-
sand bottles per acre. They want to
have consistent production. To do
all this, they need water.

Global warming is leading to
wine being made in strange places.

The most unusual is Denmark.
About six orseven years ago,I was in-
vited to a tasting for the Danish Em-
bassy. There were seven or eight
wine producers showing their wines
from Denmark, and some were good.

So as temperatures rise,
should wine lovers start investing
in Danish and British futures?

You might find the right climate,
but you still need the soil part. In

the south of England, they’ve got
brilliant limestone, chalky soil. It’s
basically the continuation of Cham-
pagne into southern England. But is
the climate OK? That’s a question.
How much does it rain in England,
south of London, today? You can
have the best soil possible but if
you have too much water, forget it.

What do you think is the next
big global trend in winemaking?

People will focus on wine with
character. They want quality, more
terroir-driven, origin-driven, they
want a signature on the wine,
they’re not just buying the grape va-
riety or the style of wine, they also
want a history behind the wine.
Also, there’s ... a return toward lo-
cal consumption. The wine busi-
ness was very bad in 2009. We saw
sales drop in every country in the
world…except in France, where our
sales rose 35%. It’s not because we
are focusing more on France....
There is a kind of cocooning going
on.
 —Craig Winneker is a writer

based in Brussels.

A vintner discusses global warming

As temperatures rise,
Olivier Humbrecht
explains how he plans
to adapt his vineyard
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Rome: Famous for the startling
realism and visceral appeal of his
work,Caravaggiospenthiscareerbe-
tween the gilded corridors of his pa-
trons’ palazzi and the ill-famed back
alleys of late 16th-century Rome.
Four hundred years after his death,
the city pays homage to Michelan-
gelo Merisi da Caravaggio
(1571-1610) with a show that brings
to Rome the most complete collec-
tion of the artist’s masterpieces.

The show is daring in its simplic-
ity: Curator Claudio Strinati care-
fully selected just 24 of the Baroque
master’s most famous paintings
from galleries world-wide,givingvis-
itors the chance to rediscover Carav-
aggio’s work in the city where much
of it was made. Shown at Rome’s
Scuderie del Quirinale, the exhibit
guides viewersthroughachronologi-
cal display of Caravaggio’s works
along a dim-lit path.

Running parallel to the show,
tours of a further 15 authentic Carav-
aggios scattered across the city’s
churches and palazzi are being pro-

moted by organizers. These include
major religious commissions in the
church of San Luigi dei Francesi and
a host of private works at Galleria
Borghese. In Rome, visitors will
thus get to see the best part of Carav-
aggio’s 64 authentic paintings.

Caravaggio shocked contempo-
raries with his unyielding commit-
ment to truth and his firm rejection
of idealistic beauty. The wilted
leaves and bruised fruit of his only
still life, “Basket of Fruit” (circa
1599),are avivid exampleof his faith-
ful portrayal of reality.His similar at-
titudes toward religious paintings,
however, lead some contemporaries
to dismiss his pursuit of truth as
mere irreverence. Saints in ragged
cloaks and dusty feet—rather than
draped in folds of silk—didn’t always
sit well with the church, Caravag-
gio’s leading patron.

Oneofthehighlights oftheexhibi-
tion, Amore Vincit Omnia (circa
1602), on loan from Berlin, has
stirred emotions of visitors to the
point of driving a Rome city official
to faint in a suspected case of
Stendhal’s syndrome.
 —Margherita Stancati

Until June 13
english.scuderiequirinale.it

London: Tate Britain has
mounted this substantial retrospec-
tive of Henry Moore sculptures and
drawings because, the catalog of the
show implies, the organizers sense a
dip in the reputation of the man who,
along with Francis Bacon, was Brit-
ain’sundisputedchampion 20th-cen-
tury artist. The argument of the exhi-
bition is that Moore (1898-1986) was
an innovative radical in his day, far
removed from the impression we
haveofhimas “the establishment fig-
ure of his later years,” when he was
festooned with honors, and his work
consisted of producing maquettes to
be scaled-up by his studio assistants.

The trouble with this thesis is
that it tries to elude the fact that
Moore is one of Britain’s most popu-
lar artists, as feelgood Apollonian
as Bacon was spiky Dionysian. The
crowds that will attend this show
will prove that Moore’s work is easy
to love—though most of the work in
it is smaller-scale, designed to be
seen indoors, rather than the be-
loved large sculptures that grace so
many of the world’s capital cities.

Have the curators succeeded in
showing us a darker side of this

sunny sculptor? Some critics have
said “yes,” citing his earliest work in
the 1920s, which reveals clearly the
influence of African art and of what
was considered “primitive art.” The
other side of this coin is that we can
see just how derivative it is. Others

think there is some deep psychologi-
cal trauma being worked out in the
obsessive mother and child carv-
ings right through the early 1930s.
The evidence for this is that in some
cases the mother’s nipple is an
empty hole, rather than a protuber-

ance; and that in one later, 1952/3
bronze, the baby is a menacing phal-
lic shape being throttled violently
by the mother.

Still others argue that the war-
time underground shelter drawings
reflect his own experiences in the
trenchesof World War I. A catalog es-
say speaks of “the claustrophobia,
apprehensionandanxiety”ofhis pre-
War sculptures. Whether or not you
find these feelings in them, they are
certainly present in the great draw-
ings of huddled bodies on London
tube platforms, seeking safety dur-
ing the Blitz, and of coal miners at
their work; and later (1964-65), in
his greatest public sculpture, the
punning“AtomPiece” commemorat-
ingthefirst chainreactionatthe Uni-
versity of Chicago.

Edgy or not, the elmwood sculp-
tures in the last room are beautiful
objects, made by an artist whose ge-
nius was expressed by carving. And
here he is in love with his material.
What’s wrong with that?
 —Paul Levy

Until Aug. 8
www.tate.org.uk

Paris: Although inhis nativeNor-
way Edvard Munch is considered one
of the greatest artists of modern
times, in the wider world he is known
mostly for a single image, “The
Scream”—a sinister portrayal of a
stylized figure on a jetty, surrounded
by swirling sea and blood-red sky, his
eyes popping with fear and his
mouth wide open in a soundless
nightmare scream. Munch made sev-
eral versions of the painting between
1893 and 1910, and it has long been a
symbol of 20th-century angst.

“Edvard Munch, or the ‘Anti-
Scream,’”whichjustopenedatthePi-
nacothèque de Paris, is intended to
prove that the notoriety of “The
Scream” (and the highly publicized
thefts and recoveries of two ver-
sions) has overshadowed the rest of

artist’s influential body of work.
With more than 100 paintings, draw-
ingsandgraphicworks—almost allof
them from private collections—the
exhibit makes clear that he was more
than just a single shout in the dark.

Munch’s mother died of tubercu-
losis when he was 5 years old, his sis-
ter died when he was 13, a brother
died a few years later, and his father,
a doctor, took refuge in dour religion.
Munch decided early on an artistic
career, but ever after his themes
mostly involved solitude, melan-
choly, anguish, sickness and death.

Displayed chronologically, the ex-
hibitstartswithsmall,charmingland-
scapesoftheearly1880s,whentheart-
ist was still in his late teens. He made
several trips to Paris and Nice, and
lived for a time in Berlin, experiment-

ing with Impressionism and the post-
Impressionist manner of Gauguin and
Van Gogh, gradually achieving his
own signature style—a mix of Nordic
mysticism, Symbolism, Expression-
ism and the sinuous lines of Art Nou-
veau. He also tried many techniques.
Of the many paintings worth seeing is
the radiantly-colored “Summer Night
in Studenterlunden” (1899). But the
show’srealrevelationisMunch’spow-
erful mastery of printmaking, includ-
ing delicate dry point engravings,
hand-tinted lithographs and stark,
inkyblack-and-whitevisionslike“Jeal-
ousy II” (1896), a close-up face with
half-mad eyes staring straight ahead
while a couple dances in the back-
ground. —Judy Fayard

Until July 18
www.pinacotheque.com

APOP AND OP auction at
Bonhams in London next

month is dedicated to two of
the most influential art move-
ments of the 20th century.

The sale March 10 covers
iconic images from the move-
ments’ pivotal days in the
swinging 1960s and into the
21st century, says Bonhams
contemporary-art specialist
Alan Montgomery, illustrat-
ing “the importance of the
movements’ legacy.”

The movements were very
different. Pop was a figura-
tive reflection of popular cul-
ture, while Op was a manipula-
tion of the eye to produce geo-
metric-abstract effects.

Pop Art first emerged in
Britain in the early 1950s and
made its way to the U.S. later
that decade. American Pop Art
rapidly dominated the market.
Now, however, British Pop is
on the rise. The Bonhams sale
is heavily peopled with British
exponents such as Richard
Hamilton, Allen Jones, Peter
Blake and Gerald Laing.

“British Pop was largely
overlooked from the 1970s to
the late 1990s,” says Lyndsey
Ingram of Sims Reed Gallery,
a leading London print
dealer. Running at Sims Reed
until March 19, is a retrospec-
tive of 100 drawings and wa-
tercolors by Mr. Laing, in
which his saucy watercolor,
“The Kiss,” (2007), is in-
spired by British singer Amy
Winehouse (price: £16,000).

Meanwhile, the Bonhams
sale isn’t an auction with
big-money lots, but an event
for those collecting at a rea-
sonable price. Mr. Jones’
“Thrill Me” (1969), two girls
dancing, is expected to fetch
£3,000-£5,000. From Mr.
Hamilton’s print series enti-
tled “Swingeing London”
(1972) comes a piece called
“The Release,” showing Roll-
ing Stones Mick Jagger and
Keith Richards shielding
their faces after being ar-
rested for possession of
drugs (estimate:
£10,000-£15,000).

Cooler Op Art works are
represented, among others,
by British Op pioneer Bridget
Riley whose “Elapse” (1982),
a print with curved pink, yel-
low, blue and green lines, is
estimated at £3,000-£5,000.

British-made
Pop, Op Art
is on the rise

A tribute to Caravaggio

An easy-to-love giant of British art
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A chronological exhibit of Munch’s works, beyond ‘The Scream’

Collecting
MARGARET STUDER

‘The Kiss’ (2007) by Gerald
Laing is estimated at £16,000.
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Table Talk / by Harvey Estes

THE JOURNAL CROSSWORD / Edited by Mike Shenk

Last Week’s Solution

WSJ.com

Crossword online
For an interactive 

version of The Wall 
Street Journal Crossword, 

WSJ.com subscribers 
can go to 

WSJ.com/WeekendJournal

Across
 1 Parisienne, 

par exemple
 6 Plants
 12 Entertainment 

for Old King Cole
 20 In-box contents
 21 Fishes’ partner
 22 Invitation to 

disaster, 
perhaps

 23 Avian alopecia?
 25 Voodoo doll, 

e.g.
 26 Behind
 27 Aug. hours
 28 Role for 

Keanu
 29 Trip around 

the track
 30 Outlawed 

killer

 31 Confectioner 
of fiction

 33 Object 
thrown at a 
demonstration?

 38 Japan’s Big 
Board: Abbr.

 39 Clinches
 41 Mayo, 

for one
 42 Nicholas II, e.g.

 45 Jaded
 46 It can make 

you square
 47 Howard as 

a museum 
supporter?

 50 Congo’s 
Thomas 
Lubanga, for one

 51 Operating alone
 52 Ill-fated queen

 53 Frasier’s clientele
 54 Yellowish pink
 58 Robe feature
 62 WWII command
 63 Table request, and 

this puzzle’s theme
 68 Last in a series
 69 Succumbs to gravity
 71 Midsize VW model
 72 Fat substitute
 74 2009 portrayer of Scrooge
 78 Person who gets everything
 79 Blotto
 81 Check mugs for lumps?
 85 Finesse, e.g.
 86 Gets off the track
 87 Audible nudge
 88 Didn’t stiff
 89 Some 94-Across
 90 Period of history
 92 Asset for bronze cleaners?
 94 Carb-loading fare
 96 Belief system
 99 Bird with shaggy plumage
 100 Waiting room read
 101 Sem. subject
 103 Olive center
 105 Car bar
 109 Money that makes 

the heart beat faster?
 111 Sap
 112 Canine cover
 113 T choice
 114 Did some lawn work
 115 Comes down in the cold
 116 Opera’s Simon

Down
 1 Rank
 2 Correct
 3 French Revolution figure
 4 Ho Chi ___ City
 5 Spots for some patches
 6 Paula’s replacement
 7 All the rage, once

 8 Colorful kerchief
 9 Holiday lead-ins
 10 Order for a 

malfunctioning rocket
 11 Draft org.
 12 Snapper servings
 13 Expression
 14 Divided terr.
 15 Eminem’s mentor
 16 Dawson in the Pro 

Football Hall of Fame
 17 It may be penciled in
 18 “As You Like It” heroine
 19 Mustard, for one
 24 Skin soother
 28 Coward of the theater
 32 Entered, as data
 34 Nest egg choices
 35 Empathetic words
 36 With craft
 37 Hedge fund manager 

James Harris ___
 38 Sing in a carefree way
 40 Polite address
 42 Hostility hiatuses
 43 Hyundai model
 44 Having hands
 45 Activity requiring 

four bishops
 46 Close one
 48 Go wild
 49 Turner of records
 50 Habit
 52 Ring event
 54 Hotel visit
 55 Sounds of contentment

 56 Moonves of CBS
 57 Wharton deg.
 59 Tenochtitlan group
 60 It’s just one thing 

after another
 61 Publisher of 

Cosmopolitan 
and Esquire

 64 Made haste
 65 Benders
 66 Vogue rival
 67 Atoll, essentially
 70 Garlicky seafood dish
 73 Figure
 75 Skiing mecca
 76 Role for Valerie
 77 Brand of early 

runabouts
 78 Celia Cruz’s music
 79 One of the B vitamins
 80 Ecstatic states
 81 Where hymnals 

are stored
 82 Through street

 83 “Love Story” 
composer

 84 Diner dish
 85 Basilica honoree
 86 Vietnam’s 

monetary unit
 89 Conked
 90 Going full tilt
 91 Play the ponies
 93 Didst deck
 95 Yards, e.g.
 96 Still
 97 Something to act on
 98 Major and minor, 

in music
 102 Vichy verb
 104 Pitching numbers
 106 Before, poetically
 107 “___ been had!”
 108 Really cool
 109 NBA stat
 110 Apply 63-Across to 

this word in three 
pairs of answers

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

20 21 22

23 24 25

26 27 28 29

30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37

38 39 40 41

42 43 44 45 46

47 48 49 50

51 52

53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61

62 63 64 65 66 67 68

69 70 71 72 73

74 75 76 77 78

79 80 81 82 83 84

85 86 87

88 89 90 91

92 93 94 95 96 97 98

99 100 101 102 103 104

105 106 107 108 109 110

111 112 113

114 115 116
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 ‘Mercury Zero Glut’ (1987) 
by Robert Rauschenberg, 
on show in Bilbao, Spain.

WeActivists in a session, wearing clothes from the WeSC spring collection.
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Bookshelf / By Paul Levy
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Bookshelf / By Bertrand M. Patenaude

Somewhere along the way,
Jonathan Safran Foer or his pub-
lishers must have realized that
the case he makes against Ameri-
can animal farming doesn’t apply
tidily to Britain (or to most of Eu-
rope). So he’s added a “Preface to
the U.K. Edition,” in which he
claims that “a remarkably similar
story could be told about animal
farming in the United Kingdom.”
In the next sentence, however, he
admits that “there are some im-
portant differences: sow stalls
(gestation crates) and veal cre-
ates [sic, and this is not the only
sign of haste in the writing of
this preface] are banned in the
U.K., whereas they are the norm
in America; poultry slaughter is
almost certainly less cruel.”

Of course Mr. Foer says the
similarities between U.K. and U.S.
food-animal welfare standards
are “far more, and more impor-
tant” than the differences. But he
has already ceded the ethical
high ground to British livestock
farmers; and you have to wonder
why he’s bothered to publish here
a book whose “statistics refer to
American agriculture.” Let us de-
construct.

“Approximately 800 million
chickens, turkeys and pigs are fac-
tory farmed in the United King-
dom every year,” he asserts. There
are even more intensively farmed
animals if he “were to include
cows and fish.” The diet Mr. Foer
advocates shuns fish as well as
meat. The most recent guess (by

vegetarian organizations) is that
10% of U.K. residents are “meat-
avoiders,” but my own experience
suggests to me that most British
“vegetarians” (as opposed to veg-
ans) are fish-eaters. Mr. Foer ex-
cludes cows, I suspect, because
he’s realized, a little late in the en-
terprise, that British cattle are
largely raised on grass, not cere-
als as in America. Like most Euro-
peans, Britons prefer the taste of
grass-fed
beef. I’d have
a little more
confidence in
the universal
relevance of
“Eating Ani-
mals” if the writer showed that
he’d taken the trouble to find out
what affluent people living out-
side America actually eat. Figures
for vegetarianism in continental
Europe are hard to obtain, be-
cause the concept of principled ab-
stention from meat is alien to
most of its cultures.

We English-speakers are more
squeamish, but contemporary
Britons eat much more like Euro-
peans than like Americans. For ex-
ample, a good deal of “Eating Ani-
mals” talks about turkey. But, de-
spite the 800 million figure
above, in 2006 there were 173 mil-
lion table birds produced in the
UK; 64% were table chickens, 27%
laying hens; and only 17 million
were turkeys, according to the
Farm Business Survey. Why so
few turkeys? Because the British,

like the French, really only eat
turkey once a year, at Christmas.
(That should leave a very large
balance of pigs, but the latest esti-
mate I could find of the pig popu-
lation was 4.55 million at the end
of 2008. A little “first-person re-
search” on my own part has led
me to wonder whether the 800
million figure does not include im-
ports of factory-farmed meat,
and depend on confusion in label-

ing require-
ments.)

If he had
found out a
little more
abut the eat-
ing habits of

the natives, Mr. Foer would have
discovered that the growth areas
are in the sort of farming that
places a premium on animal wel-
fare as well as on improving the
texture and taste of animals
bound for the table. A few hours
spent in a supermarket would
have convinced him, I feel certain,
to scrap the many pages of Ameri-
can statistical analysis and slaugh-
terhouse narrative in this book.

However, the facts alone
wouldn’t make him change his
mind. Mr. Foer is an imaginative
writer, and a very good one; and
“this book is the record of a very
personal inquiry. Facing the pros-
pect of fatherhood, I wanted to
make informed decisions about
what to feed my son.” Why is it so
difficult for people who give up
eating meat to admit that, in the

end, it’s a question of sentiment?
Why do they feel the need to prop
up their feelings with facts? Why
can’t they just say: “I don’t like
the idea of what happens in the
abattoir, so I shall abstain from
eating its products”? What’s
wrong with saying “I won’t eat
anything that had a face or a
mother”? Above
all, why do “vege-
tarians” (or pesce-
tarians, as most
British vegetari-
ans should call
themselves) feel
the need to prose-
lytize?

We’ve seen
that the applica-
tion of the ani-
mal-welfare argu-
ments is not uni-
versal; we can
discount the envi-
ronmental argu-
ments, as it is
possible to farm
livestock in a
non-intensive, eco-friendly fash-
ion, and ethical consumers (such
as the readers of this review)
source their food carefully. If we
take the absolutist position that
it is wrong to kill for food, it is
not sufficient to be a vegetarian
who eats dairy produce and eggs.
Milk production entails the de-
struction of male calves shortly
after birth (especially since the
sentimentalists have killed off the
U.K. veal industry), and egg pro-

duction requires disposing of
male chicks. Vegans eschew all an-
imal products, including shoe
leather and honey, so at least
have the virtue of consistency.
Oddly, though Mr. Foer is aware
that there is a difference between
the more radical vegan diet and
those who (illogically, but who

cares?) allow
themselves the
high-grade pro-
teins to be had
from eating milk,
cheese and eggs,
he nowhere
makes the dis-
tinction.

“Late in the
book,” says Mr.
Foer, “I note that
in a different
time or place, I
might have made
different deci-
sions about eat-
ing animals. The
United Kingdom
is not the differ-

ent place I was imagining.” It is
possible to be a meat-eater in the
U.K. without being party to the
horrors Mr. Foer lovingly chroni-
cles in the U.S. If only he would
take the trouble to find out what
British people are really eating,
he might change his mind.

Mr. Levy, who writes about the
arts for the Journal, is co-chair
of the Oxford Symposium on
Food and Cookery.

“There it is, my fate,” Vladimir
Lenin complained in December
1916. “One fighting campaign af-
ter another—against political stu-
pidities, philistinism, opportun-
ism and so forth.” At the time a
political exile, Lenin was riding
out World War I in Zurich. Less
than three months later came the
collapse of the Romanov dynasty,
setting Lenin and a group of his
comrades in motion: They trav-
eled through Germany, courtesy
of the kaiser, and eventually ar-
rived at the Finland Station in
Petrograd (now St. Petersburg) in
April 1917. Six
months later
the Bolshe-
viks stormed
to power.

In “Con-
spirator,”
Helen Rappaport retraces Lenin’s
pre-revolutionary footsteps. As
she shows, his path was influ-
enced early on by the execution
of his older brother for his role
in a failed attempt to assassinate
Czar Alexander III in 1887. Be-
cause of Lenin’s own radical activ-
ities, he was arrested and exiled
to Siberia a decade later. Re-
leased after three years, he left
Russia in 1900 and lived among
Russian émigrés in cities across
Europe, including Paris and Lon-
don—with a brief return to St. Pe-
tersburg in the wake of the 1905
revolution that almost toppled
the autocracy. In Ms. Rappaport’s
narrative, we follow Lenin and
his loyal comrade and wife,

Nadya, as they occupy one
cramped domicile after another.

The story is a familiar one of
émigré squabbling and polemics,
punctuated by socialist gather-
ings and ruptures, most famously
the split of the Russian Marxists
into Bolsheviks and Mensheviks
in 1903. That breach, we are re-
minded, grew out of Lenin’s
quest for control of the Marxist
party organ, Iskra (The Spark),
and Lenin’s insistence on a cen-
tralized, tightly disciplined party
of the kind he had advocated a
year before in “What Is to Be

Done?”
Ms. Rappa-

port claims
that her book
provides “an
alternative
view of Lenin

the man during his long exile in
Europe.” What seems to interest
her most—to put it bluntly—is Le-
nin’s sex life, especially as re-
vealed by his relationship with In-
essa Armand, a widow born in
France and raised in Russia, which
she fled in 1909 as a radical exile.
Lenin’s relations with Armand
have long tantalized Lenin biogra-
phers struggling to fill in the man
behind the puritanical icon. She
was a refined beauty, a superb pia-
nist and a decent cook—none of
which could be said of the dowdy
Nadya, whose physical appearance
declined on account of a thyroid
condition. Circumstantial evidence
suggests that Lenin had an affair
with Armand in the years before

his return to Russia.
This is old news, and Ms. Rap-

paport’s book contributes almost
nothing original to the story, not-
withstanding her strenuous specu-
lations as to how the sparks flew
between Lenin and Inessa. “His
sexuality, seem-
ingly, had long
been subordi-
nated—along
with his emo-
tional
needs—to the
urgent and con-
suming life of
politics,” she ex-
plains. “Sex,
like music, ex-
posed the revo-
lutionary’s emo-
tional vulnera-
bilities. And
that was a dan-
gerous thing.
But in Paris,
with Inessa,
and perhaps with others, Lenin’s
sexuality was finally unlocked.”

That there may have been
“others” is another of Ms. Rappa-
port’s preoccupations. “Where
did Lenin really go during those
many long bike rides around
Paris?” she wonders. “Did he re-
ally spend his every waking mo-
ment in the library as the Soviet
record and his loyal acolytes
would have everyone believe?”
There were rumors of visits to
brothels—“the clues are there,”
she assures us. As an example

she introduces “a tantalizing ob-
servation in [an American writ-
er’s] journal that overturns the
sober, asexual image of the revo-
lutionary leader.” But the book’s
endnotes reveal that the journal
entry was written in 1932, and

the “further
clues” in the
next paragraph
date from 1952.

Ms. Rappa-
port is so ea-
ger to expose
this “unknown”
Lenin that she
seems to forget
why we’re here
in the first
place. To de-
scribe Lenin’s
ideas during
this period she
falls back on
hackneyed
phrases, such
as Lenin’s “mili-

tant Marxism.”
Meanwhile, major events are

barely sketched in. Ms. Rappa-
port’s one-paragraph summary of
the interactions among the Euro-
pean powers in July and August of
1914 is grossly misleading, not
least her claim that Germany was
“spoiling for a fight with Britain,”
when in fact it hoped to limit the
war to the Continent. She says
that, after Austro-Hungary’s ulti-
matum to Serbia in late July, Rus-
sia “immediately declared war on
Austria in Serbia’s defense.” But

Russia never did declare war on
Austro-Hungary, or even Germany.
It mobilized its troops and then en-
tered the war officially when Ger-
many itself declared war a couple
of days later.

As usual, Trotsky cuts a dash-
ing figure, with his dramatic ar-
rival at the Lenins’ home in Lon-
don in 1902. In August of the
next year, according to Ms. Rappa-
port, Trotsky “perceptively
noted” that the Bolshevik leader
was “a man with every fibre of
his being bent on one particular
end. Lenin alone, and with final-
ity, envisaged ‘tomorrow,’ with all
its stern tasks, its cruel conflicts
and countless victims.” But the
source for this quotation is
Trotsky’s memoir, “My Life,” pub-
lished in 1930. In August 1903,
Trotsky had sided with the Men-
sheviks, and he and Lenin were at
each other’s throats.

Lenin died on Jan. 21, 1924,
“supposedly,” Ms. Rappaport re-
marks, “the victim of a series of
seizures, but, as now seems
likely, having succumbed to syphi-
lis contracted sometime in the
1900s.” Ms. Rappaport is not the
first historian to speculate about
the “real” cause of Lenin’s death,
but there is not enough evidence
to suppose that syphilis was
“likely”—certainly not in “Con-
spirator,” a shallow, disappoint-
ing book.

Mr. Patenaude, a research fellow
at the Hoover Institution,is the au-
thor of “Trotsky: Downfall of a
Revolutionary.”

What’s Wrong With ‘Eating Animals’

Conspirator: Lenin in Exile
By Helen Rappaport

(Hamilton, 384 pages, £20)

Eating Animals
By Jonathan Safran Foer

(Hamish Hamilton, 350 pages, £20)
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Sweden’sSweden’s
stylestyle
revolution revolution 

Food: The Hix empire       Wine: Defending Chardonnay

Amsterdam
art
“Pieter Aertsen and the World Turned
on Its Head” presents a small collec-
tion of work by the 16th-century
Dutch artist, including two sections of
an altarpiece.

Rijksmuseum
Until April 19
% 31-20-6747-000
www.rijksmuseum.nl

Basel
art
“Henri Rousseau” shows 40 works by
the French Post-Impressionist artist,
including “Virgin Forest at Sunset” and
the “The Football Players.”

Fondation Beyeler
Until May 9
% 41-61-6459-700
www.beyeler.com

Bilbao
art
“Robert Rauschenberg Gluts” presents
a selection of 40 assemblages of
painted and varnished pieces of scrap
metal by the American artist, from a
series begun in 1986 and continued
until 1995.

Guggenheim Bilbao
Until Sept. 12
% 34-94-4359-000
www.guggenheim-bilbao.es

Brussels
dance
“danceXmusic” stages four evenings
of choreography by dancers from
Anne Teresa De Keersmaeker’s
P.A.R.T.S., accompanied by musicians
from the La Monnaie Chamber Music
Orchestra.

La Monnaie-De Munt
March 9-12
% 32-7023-3939
lamonnaie.smartlounge.be

Budapest
archaeology
“Tutankhamun—His Tomb and his
Treasures” offers a replica of the
tomb of the Egyptian pharaoh Tut-
ankhamun, alongside a multimedia pre-
sentation illustrating the culture and
spiritual world of ancient Egypt.

VAM Design Center
Until April 25
% 36-1-5555-5
www.faraokincse.hu

Cologne
ceramics
“Baroque Porcelain from Meissen in Co-
logne” shows rare 18th-century porcelain
from a private collection in the Rhineland.

Museum für Angewandte Kunst
Until April 25
% 49-221-221-26735
www.museenkoeln.de

Copenhagen
music
“La Roux—The Gold Tour” brings the

BRIT-award-nominated duo to the
stage with its electropop sound.

March 1, Store Vega, Copenhagen
March 12, La Riviera, Madrid
April 25, Guildhall, Southampton
April 26, Hexagon Theatre, Reading
April 28, Brighton Dome, Brighton
April 29, Cambridge Corn
Exchange, Cambridge
more dates online at
www.livenation.co.uk

Dublin
art
“Francis Alÿs: Le Temps du Sommeil”
showcases an ongoing series of works
that the contemporary Belgian artist
began in 1996 and that now com-
prises more than 100 paintings.

Irish Museum of Modern Art
Until May 23
% 353-1-6129-900
www.imma.ie

Frankfurt
art
“Radical Conceptual” displays Ameri-
can and European conceptual art
from 1966 to the present, including a
selection of Pop Art and Minimalist
masterpieces.

MMK Museum für Moderne Kunst
Until Aug. 22
% 49-69-2123-0447
www.mmk-frankfurt.de

Ghent
design
“The Scandinavian Touch in Belgian
Furniture 1951-1966” presents furni-
ture and illustrations highlighting influ-
ences of Scandinavian furniture on
post-war Belgian designers.

Design Museum Gent
Feb. 27-June 6
% 32-9-2679-999
www.designmuseumgent.be

Liverpool
photography
“Lewis’s fifth floor: A Department
Story” is a photographic exploration of
a hidden floor at one of the U.K.’s old-
est department stores.

National Conservation Centre
Until Aug. 30
% 44-151-4784-999
www.liverpoolmuseums.org.uk

London
theater
“The Gods Weep” is a new play by
Dennis Kelly, directed by Maria Aberg
and featuring Jeremy Irons and Nikki

Amuka-Bird, about corporate greed
and state security.

Hampstead Theatre
March 12-April 3
% 44-20-7722-9301
www.hampsteadtheatre.co.uk

opera
“English Touring Opera” presents three
comic masterpieces of the 18th, 19th
and 20th centuries—Donizetti’s “Don
Pasquale,” Mozart’s “The Marriage of
Figaro” and Britten’s “A Midsummer
Night’s Dream.”

Sadler’s Wells
March 8-10
% 44-0844-4124-300
www.sadlerswells.co.uk

Lyon
music
“Biennale Musiques en Scene” is a
modern music festival featuring the
world premiere of the opera “Emilie”
by Finnish composer Kaija Saariaho.

Grame
March 1-21
% 33-472-0737-00
www.grame.fr

Munich
photography
“Unexposed” explores the lives and
work of three Munich photographers
in exile—Alfons Himmelreich, Efrem
Ilani and Jakob Rosner, documenting
the state of Israel since 1945 with
their cameras.

Jüdisches Museum
Until May 23
% 49-89-2339-6096
www.juedisches-museum-muenchen.
de

Paris
architecture
“Paris, Ville Rayonnante” presents carv-
ings, drawings and objects from 13th-
century Parisian churches Sainte-
Chapelle and Notre-Dame alongside
manuscripts and reliquaries.

Musée du Moyen Âge-
Thermes et Hôtel de Cluny
Until May 24
% 33-1-5373-7800
www.musee-moyenage.fr

Vienna
art
“Feast for the Eyes—Food in Still Life”
presents 90 works mainly from the
Netherlands, Spain and Italy, exploring
the culture of food and eating from
the 16th to the 20th century.

Bank Austria Kunstforum
Until May 30
% 43-1-5373-326
www.bankaustria-kunstforum.at

Source: ArtBase Global Arts News Ser-
vice, WSJE research.

Top, Elly Jackson of La Roux performs
on stage; left, ‘The Football Players’
(1908) by Henri Rousseau in Basel.
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